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Abstract

In this thesis we propose the use of Dijkstra’s concept of a predicate trans-

former [Dij75] for the determination of database transaction safety [SS89]

and the generation of simple conditions to check that a transaction will

not violate the integrity constraints in the case that it is not safe. The gen-

eration of this simple condition is something that can be done statically,

thus providing a mechanism for generating safe transactions.

Our approach treats a database as state, a database transaction as a

program, and the database’s integrity constraints as a postcondition in or-

der to use a predicate transformer [Dij75] to generate a weakest precon-

dition.

We begin by introducing a set-oriented update language for relational

databases for which a predicate transformer is then defined. Subsequently,

we introduce a more powerful update language for deductive databases

and define a new predicate transformer to deal with this language and the

more powerful integrity constraints that can be expressed using recursive

rules.

Next we introduce a data model with object-oriented features includ-

ing methods, inheritance and dynamic overriding. We then extend the

predicate transformer to handle these new features. For each of the pred-

icate transformers, we prove that they do indeed generate a weakest pre-

condition for a transaction and the database integrity constraints.

However, the weakest precondition generated by a predicate trans-

former still involves much redundant checking. For several general classes

of integrity constraint, including referential integrity and functional de-

pendencies, we prove that the weakest precondition can be substantially

further simplified to avoid checking things we already know to be true un-

der the assumption that the database currently satisfies its integrity con-
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straints.

In addition, we propose the use of the predicate transformer in combi-

nation with meta-rules that capture the exact incremental change to the

database of a particular transaction. This provides a more general ap-

proach to generating simple checks for enforcing transaction safety.

We show that this approach is superior to known existing previous

approaches to the problem of efficient integrity constraint checking and

transaction safety for relational, deductive, and deductive object-oriented

databases.

Finally, we demonstrate several further applications of the predicate

transformer to the problems of schema constraints, dynamic integrity con-

straints, and determining the correctness of methods for view updates.

We also show how to support transactions embedded in procedural lan-

guages such as C.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Databases and Constraints

Computer database systems are central to the day to day operation of

most modern organisations. Essential in the organisation and storage of

data in these systems is the integrity and consistency of this data. It is

expected that a database management system (DBMS) automatically pro-

vide isolation and concurrent access to the data it manages, in addition to

just providing fault tolerant storage and efficient retrieval of data. In do-

ing so, application programmers are relieved from having to implement

and re-implement locking schemes and other transaction management

features and are free to concentrate on the application semantics them-

selves. However, besides physical data integrity a DBMS should also help

manage semantic data integrity.

Integrity constraints such as those in example 1.1 allow the declarative

specification of rules which describe consistency criteria for the data in a

database to be specified independently of application code and stored by

the database management systems itself. Since all access to the data in a

database must go through the DBMS, the DBMS is then in a position to

enforce the consistency of any update to the database by refusing to com-

mit transactions that would cause the integrity constraints to be violated.

Example 1.1 Given the following set of database relations:

emp(E) = E is an employee.

wrk(W) = W is a worker.
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mngr(M) = M is a manager.

supply(C,D,I) = company C supplies department D with item I.

inventory(I,N) = there are N of item I in stock.

subord(E,M) = employee E is subordinate to manager M.

We can define some integrity constraints as follows:

(1.1) A company that supplies Barbie dolls must also supply Ken dolls.

∀x , y∃z (supply(x , y , barbie)→ supply(x , z , ken))

(1.2) There can never be less than one of any item in stock.

∀x , y(inventory(x , y)→ y > 0)

(1.3) The subord relation must be transitively closed.

∀x , y , z (subord(x , z ) ∧ subord(z , y)→ subord(x , y))

(1.4) Every employee must be a worker or a manager, but cannot be both.

∀x (emp(x )→ (wrk(x ) ∧ ¬mngr(x )) ∨ (mngr(x ) ∧ ¬wrk(x )))

2

Unfortunately, present commercial database implementations fall short

in providing direct support for the specification and enforcement of in-

tegrity constraints. This means that any constraints that cannot be di-

rectly specified to the DBMS must be checked and enforced in all the ap-

plication code that updates the database. This immediately leads to sev-

eral problems:

• constraints are represented implicitly and are distributed through-

out the application code rather than being explicitly stated in one

place;

• it is easy to make a mistake in translating constraints to the appro-

priate checking code;

• it is difficult and expensive to keep all the application code con-

sistent and up to date as, over time, applications and constraints

evolve.

The recent trend towards client/server and open systems, which leads to

a proliferation of applications, only compounds these problems.

The limitations of commercial database implementations are not with-

out reason. A naive approach to automatically checking integrity con-

straints by simply re-checking every constraint against the entire database
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after each transaction can result in performing a great deal of unnecessary

work. The key insight into avoiding this unnecessary work is the observa-

tion that if a databases satisfies its integrity constraints, then only those

parts of the database that have been changed by a transaction can cause

the integrity constraints to subsequently be violated. For example, an up-

date to an employee’s salary cannot violate constraints relating to inven-

tory. Similarly, an update to the inventory count for a single item can-

not violate the minimum count constraint (1.2) for other items. One kind

of constraint that is supported by current DBMSs is the not-NULL con-

straint. However, the reason it is supported is because it meshes tightly

with (many of) the indexing algorithms that databases use to search for

matching records or when performing joins for more complicated queries.

Thus it is inexpensive and simple to implement. Primary key and foreign

key constraints are also often supported for similar reasons.

While recent work [JJ91, Mar90] has made significant improvements

in the efficiency of integrity constraint checking, much of it suffers from

two main limitations. The first is the treatment of updates as simply the

(disjoint) sets of inserted and deleted facts while ignoring the programs

that generate these updates. This means certain semantic information

which may allow for more efficient constraint checking is unavailable.

The second limitation is performing the checks after performing the up-

dates. This has several implications: write locks must be held while the

checks are performed; and constraint violation is detected after it has oc-

curred, potentially quite some time after, making fixing things up difficult

and possibly requiring the transaction to be rolled back.

1.2 Transaction Safety

An alternative approach to efficient integrity constraint checking is to en-

force transaction safety [SS89]. A database transaction is considered to

be safe if it cannot violate any of the database’s integrity constraints. If

so, then no checks need be made when that transaction is executed. The

problem is now shifted to one of determining whether a given transaction

is safe with respect to a set of integrity constraints.

Example 1.2 Consider the referential integrity constraint 1.1 from exam-
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ple 1.1 and a simple transaction which inserts the tuple

supply(mattel, marketing, barbie).

Traditional integrity constraint checking would require the condition

∃z supply(mattel , z , ken) be checked after the tuple was inserted followed

by a rollback if the check fails. In contrast, if we perform the check first,

making the update conditional on the success of the check, then we avoid

the need to possibly rollback. 2

Approaching integrity constraint checking from this point of view of-

fers several less well recognised benefits. The traditional approach of check-

ing the constraints at the end of a transaction, immediately before the

transaction is committed means that write locks on the affected parts of

the database must be held until the constraint checking is finished. On

the other hand, when enforcing transaction safety, all necessary checks

are performed before executing the update. This means only read locks

are required (and acquired) at this stage, possibly allowing for greater con-

currency. But, perhaps more importantly, once these checks have been

satisfied, the transaction will not have to be rolled back due to integrity

constraint violation. The ability to roll-back a transaction requires the

maintenance of both old and new database states in some form and is

thus quite expensive. Being able to avoid roll-back is a major benefit.

With these advantages, the natural question is why has so much effort

been expended on the traditional approach. One reason is that, due to

the limited expressive power of SQL, transactions have had to be imple-

mented by embedding the SQL component in a host language such as C.

It is this embedding that causes the problem. The nature of languages like

C make it very hard to reason about their semantics.

Recent trends in the database field promise to make transaction safety

a more viable option for efficient integrity constraint checking. One such

trend is the evolution of the SQL standard and current DBMS implemen-

tations (e.g., Oracle 8) to include a programming language and stored pro-

grams. This greatly reduces the need for a host language in which to

embed SQL query and update statements. Additionally, the increasing

usage of object-oriented and object-relational databases, which provide

methods which are stored and managed by the DBMS again liberates the

database query and update language from reliance on a host language.
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In fact, the inclusion of object-oriented features in the proposed SQL-

3 standard and the convergence of the SQL-3 [ISO] and ODMG [Cat94]

standards indicates that stored programs or methods may become an in-

tegral part of future database implementations. However, the extra ex-

pressive power of the object-oriented data model, with concepts such as

inheritance and overriding, has the potential to nullify or obstruct cur-

rent techniques for efficient integrity constraint checking using either ap-

proach [BD92, JJ91, JK90, Mar90].

Our approach to transaction safety can be broken into two stages. The

first stage involves applying the ideas behind Dijkstra’s predicate trans-

former wp [Dij75] in the database context where the database represents

the state, S is a database transaction, H is the conjunction of the integrity

constraints, and the weakest precondition as generated by wp(S ,H ) is the

safety condition, guaranteeing that the integrity constraints will hold af-

ter execution of the transaction. The second step attempts to simplify the

safety condition G using the knowledge that the database initially satisfies

all the constraints H .

By combining these two steps we produce a method for ensuring trans-

action safety that is, in most cases, more powerful than the methods cur-

rently described in the literature. By more powerful we mean, either our

method produces conditions which are simpler to check than the condi-

tions produced by the other methods or, where the other methods pro-

duce optimal solutions, our method also produces optimal solutions but

also deals with a larger class of update programs and/or a more complex

data model.

1.3 Thesis Structure

In this thesis we first introduce a new technique for efficient checking of

integrity constraints in relational databases. This gives us a simple and

solid foundation to work from. We then extend this work to handle de-

ductive databases and, finally, deductive object-oriented databases. Not

only is it useful to see the effectiveness of this technique when applied to

relational databases, which are still the most common databases in use

today, but several of the seminal papers on efficient integrity constraint

checking apply to the relational model only, so this affords a means for
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effective comparison of these techniques with ours.

Deductive databases differ from relational databases essentially by al-

lowing recursive views. This increase in expressive power complicates

matters by allowing more complex integrity constraints to be specified

and therefore makes their checking and simplification more difficult. Also,

the update language we consider is more powerful since it can use this

more powerful query language to specify the tuples to be inserted or deleted.

Finally, deductive object-oriented databases require a fundamentally

new update operation, namely object creation. We must also deal with

inheritance and overriding (i.e., dynamic or late binding).

The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows. Chapter 2 presents

the base case of this work. It introduces the relational data model and a

set-oriented update language comparable to SQL updates. It then shows

how to construct, from a transaction and an integrity constraint, a condi-

tion that can be used to guarantee transaction safety. Chapter 3 extends

this work to the deductive data model to handle constraints involving re-

cursion, and to deal with a more powerful update language. Chapter 4

takes this work a step further to deal with a deductive object-oriented

data model which has inheritance and overriding and a more powerful

update language that supports object creation. Chapter 5 gives a for-

mal definition and investigates the problem of simplifying the transaction

safety condition given that the database already satisfies its integrity con-

straints. Chapter 6 demonstrates several applications of and extensions

to the previous results. These include maintaining schema constraints

for deductive object-oriented databases, dynamic integrity constraints,

an approach for handling incrementally specified ad-hoc updates, and

an application to the specification of update methods in multidatabases.

Finally, Chapter 7 summarises our contributions and indicates directions

for further research.
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Chapter 2

Relational Databases

This chapter examines the problem of enforcing transaction safety for re-

lational databases. We begin by formally introducing the relational data

model, then summarising the strengths and weaknesses of the related in-

tegrity constraint checking literature.

After introducing the set-oriented update language which is used to

specify the transactions, we describe a method for producing a condition

to ensure transaction safety and show how it can be applied to several

common constraints.

The material presented in this chapter is based on joint research with

Rodney Topor and Mark Wallace that first appeared in [LTW93]. It was de-

veloped independently of the work described by Qian [Qia90] where an

axiomatisation of database transactions in the manner of Hoare [Hoa69]

is described which gives an alternative formulation for the generation of

weakest preconditions. While their update language is of equivalent ex-

pressive power to the one presented here, it has a difficult semantics and

we believe the predicate transformer based approach provides a more di-

rect formulation of the concepts. This makes it simpler to extend the ap-

proach to deal with both deductive and deductive object-oriented databases.

2.1 Data Model

Let U be a universal domain consisting of a countably infinite set of con-

stants. A database is a tuple 〈R1, . . . ,Rn〉, where each Ri is a finite named
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relation over Uki for some ki ≥ 0.1 A database update U is a mapping from

one database, B = 〈R1, . . . ,Rn〉, to another, U (B) = 〈R′1, . . . ,R′n〉, where

each Ri and R′i have the same arity. We require the mapping to be partially

recursive and C -generic for some finite set of constants C . (Essentially C -

generic means that constants are not interpreted specially. See [AV90] for

a more detailed explanation of the C -genericity condition.)

A formula (respectively, sentence) is a first-order, function-free for-

mula (resp., sentence) in some fixed language. If R, R1, . . . are relations,

then r , r1, . . . are the corresponding predicate symbols in the language. A

formula is also known as a query. An integrity constraint is a sentence.

A valuation for a formula F is a mapping of the free variables of F
to elements of U . For a database B , formula F (resp., sentence G) and

valuation ν for F , B |=ν F (resp., B |= G) is defined as usual in model

theory to mean F (resp., G) is true in B with respect to the valuation ν.

We say a valuation ν ′ extends another valuation ν (ν ′ ≥ ν) if the domain of

ν ′ is a superset of the domain of ν and the restriction of ν ′ to the domain

of ν is identical to ν. That is, ν ′ extends ν if it maps at least the same set of

variables to the same set of values.

A sentence F is a precondition for an update U and a sentence H if, for

every database B , B |= F implies U (B) |= H .

A precondition F for an update U and a sentence H is a weakest pre-

condition for U and H if, for every precondition G for U and H , and for

every database B , B |= G implies B |= F .

For later use in describing the effects of statements in our update lan-

guage, we introduce the following notation and two simple lemmas. Let R
be a relation in a database B , and Φ(x ) a first-order formula with free vari-

ables x = x1, . . . , xn . Then B ′ = B [R 7→ R′] denotes the result of replacing

the relation R in B by R′. In practice, R′ is either R ∪ {x | B |= Φ(x )} or

R − {x | B |= Φ(x )}, i.e. Φ(x ) is evaluated in the current database B and

the resulting tuples are added to (resp., deleted from) R.

Lemma 2.1 Corresponding to extending the relation R by the results of

the query Φ(x ) we have B [R 7→ R ∪ {x | B |= Φ(x )}] |=ν r(x ) if and only

if B |=ν r(x ) ∨ Φ(x ).

1Uki =

ki︷ ︸︸ ︷
U × · · · × U
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Lemma 2.2 Corresponding to reducing the relation R by the results of the

query Φ(x ) we have B [R 7→ R − {x | B |= Φ(x )}] |=ν r(x ) if and only if

B |=ν r(x ) ∧ ¬Φ(x ).

The proofs of these lemmas are trivial.

2.2 Update Language

We now turn to our update language. What we are looking for is a lan-

guage sufficiently expressive to be useful, yet not so powerful that we can-

not reason about it effectively. In [AV87a, AV87b, AV88b, AV88a, AV90],

Abiteboul and Vianu investigate the relative expressive power and prop-

erties of a number of database update languages. The languages varied

depending on whether they supported bounded or unbounded iteration,

were deterministic or non-deterministic, and allowed tuple invention or

not.

To illustrate, the number of iterations in a bounded loop is fixed, and

known when the loop is entered, whereas the number of iterations an un-

bounded loop performs is dependent on the operations performed by the

loop’s body during its execution. An unbounded loop does not necessar-

ily loop indefinitely, although that is certainly a possibility. More impor-

tantly, unbounded loops introduce the possibility of non-determinism

since the order of iteration over a set may be indeterminate and the loop’s

body may affect the loop condition, as with the following code:

while (p(X ) ∧ ¬ q(a)) do

insert q(X )

It might be expected that this code would simply add all elements ex-

cept a of the relation P to the relation Q , but this is only the case if neither

P nor Q contain the element a. If P does contain a (and Q does not), then

the set of elements actually added to Q will depend on the order in which

the updates are performed.

Our goal is to perform as much optimisation of the integrity constraint

check at compile time as possible. This means we cannot assume any-

thing about the contents of the database other than that the integrity con-

straints are satisfied before the update is performed. Hence we choose
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an update language that is deterministic and has bounded iteration. Us-

ing bounded iteration means that any program in the language can only

make a finite number of changes to the database state and it is this finite-

ness that simplifies our task of reasoning about the effect of the update

programs and their interaction with the integrity constraints.

Our update language is adapted from Wallace [Wal91]. The language is

syntactically simpler but can be shown to have the same expressive power

when restricted to relational databases [Law92]. The notation we use is

intended to capture the semantics of our language succinctly and min-

imally. It is not intended to provide a usable and expressive means for

users to write updates in practice.

program ::= defns ; stmts
defns ::= defn

|| defn ; defns
defn ::= define U (x ) as ( stmts )
stmts ::= stmt

|| stmt ; stmts
|| if Φ then ( stmts )
|| foreach x : Φ(x ) do ( stmts )

stmt ::= insertR(x )
|| deleteR(x )
|| replaceR(x , y)(x , z )
|| U (x )

Figure 2.1: BNF of the update language

Figure 2.1 gives a BNF description of an SQL-like concrete syntax for

our update language2. Note that at the top level, all variables in the stmts

section of a program must be quantified, and that no recursion is allowed.

Example 2.1 To give a salary increase of 10% to all employees who earn

over $10,000 we could write the following statement sequence.

foreach e, s, snew : emp(e, s) ∧ s > 10000 ∧ snew = s × 1.1 do (
replaceemp(e, s)(e, snew)

)

2This is a variation of the syntax first used in [LTW93], but is semantically equivalent to
that language.
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Note that the fragment snew = s × 1.1 should be viewed as a constraint

and not an assignment statement. 2

Example 2.2 Alternatively, we could define a giveRaise update which gives

the employee ’e’ a raise of ’p’ percent with the following:

define giveRaise(e, p) as (
foreach e, s, snew : emp(e, s) ∧ snew = s × (1 + p) do (

replaceemp(e, s)(e, snew)
)

)

We could then invoke it with:

foreach e, s : emp(e, s) ∧ s > 10000 do (
giveRaise(e, 0.1)

)

2

While it is not strictly a syntactic constraint, the use of Φ rather than

Φ(x ) in the above BNF indicates that the condition of an if statement can-

not contain free variables. Also, the variables x in a replace statement are

not required to correspond to the key of the relation R being updated.

Special attention must be given to the semantics of the bounded iter-

ation construct foreach. In particular, if stmt is of the form

foreach x : Φ(x ) do ( stmt1 ; · · · ; stmtk )

then it is evaluated as follows: Φ(x ) is evaluated to generate a set of bind-

ings for x . Then stmt1 is executed for each x binding, then stmt2 is exe-

cuted for each x binding, and so on.

Hence, if the relation P is empty, and the query q(x , y) produces the

set of bindings {〈a, 1〉, 〈b, 2〉}, then the update

foreach x , y : q(x , y) do ( insertP (x ); deleteP (y) )

is equivalent to

insertP (a); insertP (b); deleteP (1); deleteP (2)

or

insertP (b); insertP (a); deleteP (2); deleteP (1)
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and not

insertP (a); deleteP (1); insertP (b); deleteP (2)

or

insertP (b); deleteP (2); insertP (a); deleteP (1)

This choice of semantics ensures that our language is deterministic

and independent of the ordering of the set of bindings. If we were to inter-

leave the execution of the statements making up the body of the foreach

then the ordering of the set of bindings could influence the semantics of

the foreach statement.

For example, if the bindings above were instead {〈a, b〉, 〈b, a〉}, then

the update would result in no change to P. On the other hand, an inter-

leaving semantics would result in non-determinism which would result

in either the insertion of P(a) or P(b) depending on the order of the tu-

ples in the result set.

We now introduce a semantically equivalent abstract syntax into which

any (non-recursive) update written in the above concrete syntax can be

translated. This abstract syntax has the advantage that it is much simpler

and does not contain any redundancy; the if statement in the concrete

syntax is a degenerate case of a foreach statement with a condition that

contains no free variables. Subsequently, we will use this abstract syn-

tax as our update language since its simplicity makes it easier and more

concise to manipulate formally. The concrete syntax is used in examples

where its syntactic richness leads to shorter specifications and greater

readability.

Let R be a named relation and Φ(x ) a first-order formula with free vari-

ables x . Then ∀x (Φ(x ) → +r(x )), and ∀x (Φ(x ) → −r(x )) are statements

in our language which respectively insert into and delete from the rela-

tion R. If S1, . . . ,Sn are each statements in our language then (S1 ; . . . ;

Sn ) is a statement in our language. For example, adding the tuple a to

the relation R would be written ∀x (x = a → +r(x )). Sometimes we will

abbreviate this statement as +r(a).

The translation from the concrete syntax to the abstract syntax is given
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as follows. Where primitive statements of the form

insertR(a),
deleteR(a), and

replaceR(a, b)(a, c)

do not occur inside an enclosing foreach, we replace them with

∀x (x = a → +r(x )),
∀x (x = a → −r(x )), and

∀x (x = a ∧ y = b ∧ z = c → −r(x , y) ; +r(x , z ))

respectively.

Where primitive statements of the form

insertR(x ),
deleteR(x ), and

replaceR(x , y)(x , z )

do occur inside an enclosing foreach, we replace them with

+r(x ),
−r(x ), and

−r(x , y) ; +r(x , z )

respectively.

Next we translate all occurrences of statements of the form

foreach x : Φ(x ) do ( stmts )

to

∀x (Φ(x )→ stmts)

and all occurrences of statements of the form

if Φ then ( stmts )

to

∀ (Φ→ stmts)

This includes any occurrences of these statement forms inside parame-

terised update definitions.
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Then, we replace all statements of the form

∀x (Φ(x )→ U (x ))

where U (x ) is a parameterised update whose translated definition is of

the form3

define U (x ) as
( ∀x 1 (Φ1(x 1)→ stmt1) ; · · · ; ∀x k (Φk (x k )→ stmtk ) )

by the sequence of statements

∀x (Φ(x )→ +t(x ));
∀x , x 1 (t(x ) ∧ Φ1(x 1)→ stmt1);
· · · ;
∀x , x k (t(x ) ∧ Φk (x k )→ stmtk )

where T is an unused, empty temporary relation. We use the tempo-

rary relation to cache the result of the evaluation of Φ(x )which avoids re-

evaluation and isolates the effects any changes made by stmt1, . . . , stmtk
may have on Φ(x ). Use of a temporary relation is possible because recur-

sion is not allowed.

Finally, we repeatedly replace all statements of the form

∀x (Φ(x )→ stmt1 ; · · · ; stmtk )

where stmti is of the form

∀x i (Φi(x i)→ stmts)

by the sequence of statements

∀x (Φ(x )→ +t(x ));
∀x , x 1 (t(x ) ∧ Φ1(x 1)→ stmts);
· · · ;
∀x , x k (t(x ) ∧ Φk (x k )→ stmts)

again T is an unused, empty temporary relation.

This translation process will result in an update corresponding to our

abstract syntax.

3Note that none of the variables in x = x1, . . . , xn occur in x i = xi,1, . . . , xi,m nor do any
of the variables in x i occur in x j = xj ,1, . . . , xj ,l where 1 ≤ i < j ≤ k .
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Example 2.3 Translating Example 2.1 showing how to give a salary in-

crease of 10% to all employees who earn over $10,000 we get the following

abstract syntax version.

∀e, s (emp(e, s) ∧ s > 10000→ +t(e, s));

∀e, s (t(e, s)→ −emp(e, s));

∀e, s, snew (t(e, s) ∧ snew = s × 1.1→ +emp(e, snew))

where T is a suitable, initially empty, temporary relation. 2

Having introduced the syntax of our language, we now turn to its se-

mantics. Recall that an update is a mapping from one database state to

another and that there are many different programs that correspond to

any particular mapping. In the following we formally define the effect of a

statement in our language and show that it does indeed define a mapping.

The effect of a statement in our language is given informally as follows.

The statement ∀x (Φ(x ) → +r(x )) (resp., ∀x (Φ(x ) → −r(x ))) is executed

by evaluating Φ(x ) to produce a set of valuations for x and then adding

to (resp., deleting from) R each x tuple. The statement (S1 ; . . . ; Sn ) is

executed by first executing S1, then executing S2, and so on.

The effect of S , that is, the update defined by a statement S in our

update language, is denoted [[S ]] and is given as follows.

1. [[∀x (Φ(x )→ +r(x ))]](B) = B [R 7→ R ∪ {x | B |= Φ(x )}]

2. [[∀x (Φ(x )→ −r(x ))]](B) = B [R 7→ R − {x | B |= Φ(x )}]

3. [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn ]](B) = [[Sn ]](. . . [[S1]](B). . . )

where B is a database containing relation R.

Clearly, for every statement S , the mapping [[S ]] is a database update.

2.3 Constraint Transformation

In the context of program derivation, Dijkstra [Dij75] defined a predi-

cate transformer wp as follows. For any command S and predicate H ,

wp(S ,H ) denotes another predicate F that is the weakest precondition

for [[S ]] and H . That is, for any predicate G such that execution of S in a
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state satisfying G guarantees that S will terminate in a state satisfying H ,

G ⇒ wp(S ,H ).

Similarly, in our database context, we define a constraint transformer

wp for a statement S and a formula H that is a weakest precondition for

[[S ]] and H . Informally, execution of S in a state satisfying wp(S ,H ) guar-

antees that S will terminate in a state satisfying H . The following lemma

(2.3) gives a necessary and sufficient condition for a formula to be a weak-

est precondition with respect to an update and an integrity constraint.

Lemma 2.3 Let the update S be a statement and the integrity constraint H
be a sentence. Then a sentence F is a weakest precondition for [[S ]] and H if

and only if, for every database B , B |= F if and only if [[S ]](B) |= H .

Proof Suppose that, for every database B , we have B |= F if and only

if [[S ]](B) |= H . Clearly, F is a precondition for [[S ]] and H . Further,

for all databases B and preconditions G for [[S ]] and H , B |= G implies

[[S ]](B) |= H , as G is a precondition for [[S ]] and H , and hence, by as-

sumption, B |= F . That is, F is a weakest precondition for [[S ]] and H .

Conversely, suppose that F is a weakest precondition for [[S ]] and H
and that there exists a database B for which B |= F but [[S ]](B) 6|= H .

This would imply that F is not a precondition for [[S ]] and H and therefore

neither is it a weakest precondition which violates our supposition.

Now, suppose instead there exists a database B for which [[S ]](B) |= H
but B 6|= F . Since F is a weakest precondition, there must exist a pre-

condition G for [[S ]] and H such that B |= G . But, if F is a weakest pre-

condition for [[S ]] and H , then B |= G implies B |= F which violates our

alternative supposition.

Hence, if F is a weakest precondition for [[S ]] and H , then B |= F if and

only if [[S ]](B) |= H . 2

We introduce the following notation to enhance the readability of the

proofs below. Let H be a (possibly open) formula, Φ a formula with k free

variables and r a k-ary predicate symbol, for some k ≥ 0. We will write

H [r 7→ r ∪ Φ] (resp., H [r 7→ r − Φ]) for the formula resulting from the re-

placement of every occurrence of r(s) in H by (r(s)∨Φ(s)) (resp., (r(s)∧¬Φ(s))).

Let S be a statement and H a (possibly open) formula. Then the con-

dition transformer wp(S ,H ) is defined as follows:
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1. wp(∀x (Φ(x )→ +r(x )),H ) = H [r 7→ r ∪ Φ]

2. wp(∀x (Φ(x )→ −r(x )),H ) = H [r 7→ r − Φ]

3. wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn),H ) = wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1),wp(Sn ,H )),n > 1

Note that these equations define wp, and not the semantics of statements

as in [Gri81]. In our case, the semantics of statements were given by the

definition of [[S ]] on page 15.

This definition gives us the following algorithm for generating wp(S ,H )
from a concrete syntax representation of an update S and an integrity

constraint H :

1. Construct the abstract syntax representation of the concrete syntax

update. This will be of the form S1; · · · ;Sn .

2. Let C = H and i = n.

3. Construct wp(Si ,C ) using the definition 1 or 2, above, as appropri-

ate.

4. Let i = i − 1 and C = the result of the previous step.

5. If i > 0, then go back to step 3.

The final value of C is wp(S ,H ).

The following example illustrates how to construct wp(S ,H ) according

to the definition above.

Example 2.4 Consider the example constraint 1.2 from Example 1.1 in

Chapter 1 which states that there can never be less than one of any item

in stock, and an update that sets the quantity of barbie dolls in stock to

10. Let H be the constraint ∀x , y (inventory(x , y) → y > 0), and S be the

statement S1 ; S2, where S1 is the statement

∀x , y (x = ’barbie’ ∧ inventory(x , y)→ −inventory(x , y))

and S2 is the statement

∀x , y (x = ’barbie’ ∧ y = 10→ +inventory(x , y))
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Then wp(S ,H ) is constructed as follows:

wp(S ,H ) = wp(S1;S2,H )

= wp(S1,wp(S2,H ))

= wp(S1,∀x , y ((inventory(x , y) ∨

(x = ’barbie’ ∧ y = 10))→ y > 0))

= ∀x , y (((inventory(x , y) ∧

¬(x = ’barbie’ ∧ inventory(x , y))) ∨

(x = ’barbie’ ∧ y = 10))→ y > 0)

2

We now present a series of lemmas leading to a proof that the predi-

cate transformer wp(S ,H ) is the weakest precondition for [[S ]] and H (The-

orem 2.1).

Lemma 2.4 Let S be the statement ∀x (Φ(x ) → +r(x )), H a formula with

free variables z , and ν a valuation for z . Then, for every database B , B |=ν

wp(S ,H ) if and only if [[S ]](B) |=ν H .

Proof The proof is by induction on the structure of H . Lemma 2.1 is

used in the base case, H = r(x ). Simple induction is used when H =
H1 ∧H2, H = H1 ∨H2, or H = ¬H1. The only nontrivial case is H = ∀ y H ′,

which is given in full below. (By renaming, we can assume that x and y are

disjoint.)

B |=ν wp(S ,∀ y H ′)
⇐⇒ B |=ν (∀ y H ′)[r 7→ r ∪ Φ] (definition of wp)

⇐⇒ for all ν ′ ≥ ν, B |=ν′ H ′[r 7→ r ∪ Φ] (semantics of ∀)

⇐⇒ for all ν ′ ≥ ν, B |=ν′ wp(S ,H ′) (definition of wp)

⇐⇒ for all ν ′ ≥ ν, [[S ]](B) |=ν′ H ′ (induction hyp.)

⇐⇒ [[S ]](B) |=ν ∀ y H ′ (semantics of ∀)

2

Lemma 2.5 Let S be the statement ∀x (Φ(x ) → −r(x )), H a formula with

free variables z , and ν a valuation for z . Then, for every database B , B |=ν

wp(S ,H ) if and only if [[S ]](B) |=ν H .
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Proof The same as for Lemma 2.4, but using Lemma 2.2 in place of

Lemma 2.1. 2

Lemma 2.6 Let S be the sequential statement (S1 ; . . . ; Sn) and H a sen-

tence. Then, for every database B , B |= wp(S ,H ) if and only if [[S ]](B) |= H .

Proof Assume inductively that, for every database B , sentence H ′,

and statement sequence of the form S1 ; . . . ; Si , where 1 ≤ i < n, we

have B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Si),H ′) if and only if [[S1 ; . . . ; Si ]](B) |= H ′. Then

B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn),H )
⇐⇒ B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1),wp(Sn ,H )) (definition of wp)

⇐⇒ [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1]](B) |= wp(Sn ,H )) (induction hyp.)

⇐⇒ [[Sn ]]([[S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1]](B)) |= H (Lemma 2.4)

⇐⇒ [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn ]](B) |= H (definition of update)

Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5 (with ν empty) provide the base cases. 2

We are now in a position to prove that the condition transformer wp
actually produces a condition which is the weakest precondition with re-

spect to a particular update statement and condition. That is, wp(S ,H )
produces a condition such that, if it is true before executing the state-

ment S , then the condition H is guaranteed to be true afterwards.

Theorem 2.1 Let S be a statement, and H a sentence. Then wp(S ,H ) is the

weakest precondition for [[S ]] and H .

Proof The result follows immediately from Lemmas 2.3, 2.4, 2.5, and

2.6. 2

To apply Theorem 2.1 we construct wp(S ,H ) and evaluate it before

performing the statement S . More explicitly, if S is an update statement

and H is an integrity constraint, Theorem 2.1 says constructing wp(S ,H )
gives us the weakest precondition of the update statement and the in-

tegrity constraint. By making the performance of the update S condi-

tional on wp(S ,H ) holding in the current database state, we ensure that

the integrity constraint H will not be violated.

We now present several examples of common constraints and show

how to construct the weakest precondition for a variety of updates.
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We begin with functional dependencies. Let P be a relation of arity

three where attribute a1 functionally determines the attribute a3 We would

write this constraint, C1, as

∀ x , y0, y1, z0, z1 ((p(x , y0, z0) ∧ p(x , y1, z1))→ z0 = z1)

Example 2.5 Let U be the update +p(a, b, c) or, more formally,

∀x , y , z ((x , y , z = a, b, c)→ +p(x , y , z ))

where (x , y , z = a, b, c) is shorthand for (x = a ∧ y = b ∧ z = c). Then,

wp(U ,C1)

= C1[P 7→ P ∪ (x , y , z = a, b, c)]

≡ ∀ x , y0, y1, z0, z1 (((p(x , y0, z0) ∨ (x , y0, z0 = a, b, c)) ∧

(p(x , y1, z1) ∨ (x , y1, z1 = a, b, c)))→ z0 = z1)

≡ ∀ x , y0, y1, z0, z1 (((p(x , y0, z0) ∧

(p(x , y1, z1) ∨ (x , y1, z1 = a, b, c))) ∨

((x , y0, z0 = a, b, c) ∧

(p(x , y1, z1) ∨ (x , y1, z1 = a, b, c))))→ z0 = z1)

≡ ∀ x , y0, y1, z0, z1 (((p(x , y0, z0) ∧ p(x , y1, z1)) ∨

((x , y0, z0 = a, b, c) ∧ p(x , y1, z1)) ∨

(p(x , y0, z0) ∧ (x , y1, z1 = a, b, c)) ∨

((x , y0, z0 = a, b, c) ∧ (x , y1, z1 = a, b, c)))→ z0 = z1)

≡ ∀ x , y0, y1, z0, z1 (((p(x , y0, z0) ∧ p(x , y1, z1))→ z0 = z1) ∧

(((x , y0, z0 = a, b, c) ∧ p(x , y1, z1))→ z0 = z1) ∧

((p(x , y0, z0) ∧ (x , y1, z1 = a, b, c))→ z0 = z1) ∧

(((x , y0, z0 = a, b, c) ∧ (x , y1, z1 = a, b, c))→ z0 = z1))

≡ C1 ∧ ∀ y0, z0 (p(a, y0, z0)→ z0 = c)

Hence, if C1∧∀ y0, z0 (p(a, y0, z0)→ z0 = c) holds in the current database

state, then the update U is safe. That is, it cannot violate the integrity con-

straint C1. 2

Example 2.6 Let U be the update−p(a, b, c) or, more formally,

∀x , y , z ((x , y , z = a, b, c)→ −p(x , y , z ))
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where (x , y , z = a, b, c) is shorthand for (x = a ∧ y = b ∧ z = c). Then,

wp(U ,C1)

= C1[P 7→ P − (x , y , z = a, b, c)]

≡ ∀ x , y0, y1, z0, z1

(((p(x , y0, z0) ∧ ¬(x , y0, z0 = a, b, c)) ∧

(p(x , y1, z1) ∧ ¬(x , y1, z1 = a, b, c)))→ z0 = z1)

≡ ∀ x , y0, y1, z0, z1

((p(x , y0, z0) ∧ p(x , y1, z1) ∧

¬((x , y0, z0, y1, z1 = a, b, c, b, c)))→ z0 = z1)

⇐ C1

Hence, if C1 holds in the current database state, then the update U is

safe. 2

Of more interest, since they involve more than one relation, are the

inclusion dependencies or referential constraints. Let P and Q be relations

of arity two where the projection onto a1 of P is required to be a subset of

the projection onto a1 of Q . We would write this constraint, C2, as

∀ x , y (p(x , y)→ ∃z q(x , z ))

This may arise if, for example, P stored actors staring in a film and Q the

year in which a film was made. Clearly an actor cannot have starred in a

film if it was never made.4

Example 2.7 Let U be the update ∀x , y (r(x , y)→ +p(x , y)) Then,

wp(U ,C2)

= C2[P 7→ P ∪ r(x , y)]

≡ ∀ x , y ((p(x , y) ∨ r(x , y))→ ∃z q(x , z ))

≡ ∀ x , y (p(x , y)→ ∃z q(x , z )) ∧ ∀ x , y (r(x , y)→ ∃z q(x , z ))

≡ C2 ∧ ∀ x , y (r(x , y)→ ∃z q(x , z ))

Hence, if C2∧∀ x , y (r(x , y)→ ∃z q(x , z )) holds in the current database

state, then the update U is safe. 2

4On the other hand, there are many films (such as documentaries) that have no actors.
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A discussion of how to simplify wp(U ,C ) once it is generated is de-

ferred until Chapter 5.

2.4 Related Work

We now summarise the contributions, strengths and weaknesses of re-

lated work on relational integrity constraint checking.

Nicolas [Nic82] presents a method which considers an update as two

disjoint sets of tuples (deltas), one set being the tuples to insert into the

database, the other set being those to be deleted. The approach requires

that the updates be performed to generate the new database state. By ap-

propriate instantiation of the integrity constraints with the tuples from

the deltas, specialised constraints can be formed which are cheaper to

check in the updated database than the original integrity constraints be-

cause the specialised constraints avoid checking what is already known to

be true.

Hsu and Imielinski [HI85] examine multiple-relation updates as cap-

tured by deltas and look at the constraint quantifier patterns in an attempt

to transform the constraint into a combination of “simpler” constraints

which are easier to check.

In contrast, McCune and Henschen [HMN84] and Stemple et al. [SMS87]

and Sheard et al. [SS88, SS89] all consider update programs rather than

the resulting sets of tuples to be inserted and deleted.

McCune and Henschen also generate tests to perform before the up-

date and describe a method related to ours, as described below. Their

work is limited in that the update language they consider is less expres-

sive than ours, and the tests they generate are preconditions rather than

weakest preconditions. This means that if the test succeeds then the up-

date is safe, but if it fails, they still need to check the original constraint

after performing the update.

Stemple, Mazumdar and Sheard [SMS87] show how to generate nec-

essary and sufficient conditions (i.e., a weakest precondition) for check-

ing transaction safety using a heuristic, lemma-driven theorem prover.

Their constraint language is more expressive than ours since it allows ag-

gregates and their update language appears to be equivalent in power to

ours but it is very difficult to determine this since it is neither formally
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described nor very regular. Our predicate transformer provides a more

direct mechanism for generating a weakest precondition than their theo-

rem prover.

In subsequent work, Sheard and Stemple [SS88, SS89] attempt to prove

that a particular update program cannot violate the database’s integrity

constraints. That is, they attempt to prove that if the database’s integrity

constraints hold, then the weakest precondition must also hold.

Their use of a theorem prover makes it difficult to quantify the effec-

tiveness and extensibility of their approach. By their own admission, the

axiom set used by the theorem prover is very brittle and must be chosen

very carefully with a detailed understanding of how the update statements

interact with the constraints.

A more detailed review of earlier relational integrity constraint check-

ing work can be found in [SS88].

Benedikt et al. [BGL96] investigate the question of which transaction

languages admit first-order weakest preconditions with respect to first-

order integrity constraints. They show that the class of transactions that

exactly admits first-order weakest preconditions cannot be captured. This

contrasts with our approach in that, when restricted to first-order con-

straints, we also restrict our transactions to those that admit first-order

weakest preconditions. For the more powerful transaction languages con-

sidered in subsequent chapters, we also allow more powerful integrity

constraints, and consequentially more powerful weakest preconditions.

2.5 Summary

In this chapter we introduced a deterministic, set-oriented update lan-

guage for relational databases. We then applied concepts from the field

of program derivation to define a predicate transformer wp for relational

database updates specified in this language. We proved that this predicate

transformer did indeed generate the weakest precondition with respect to

an update and a constraint. From an update U and this weakest precondi-

tion wp(U ,C ), we can then generate a new update wp(U ,C ) → U which

we know cannot violate the database’s integrity constraints C . This is ad-

vantageous since transactions which are safe in this sense do not need to

be rolled back due to integrity constraint violation, nor do they require
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write locks be held at the end of the transaction while potentially expen-

sive constraint checks are performed.

Furthermore, the predicate transformer can be used for feedback to

the programmer writing the original update U . If we can determine that

wp(U ,C ) holds for all databases, then we know the original update U
is safe. If not, then the weakest precondition itself indicates to the pro-

grammer the conditions under which the update can fail to respect the

integrity constraints.
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Chapter 3

Deductive Databases

In order to handle a larger class of queries, deductive databases [GMN84,

Min88] have evolved as a natural extension to relational databases. They

combine the power and expressiveness of logic programming based query

languages with the efficiency of relational database engines.

By defining an integrity constraint to be a pair consisting of an atom

(the query goal) and a set of deductive rules (the program) defined with

respect to the relations in the database, instead of a simple first-order sen-

tence, we can extend our method to deal with deductive databases.

Section 3.1 introduces this notion formally and recasts several of the

definitions and terms introduced in section 2.1 in the setting of deductive

databases. Section 3.2 introduces the update language, modified from

section 2.2 appropriately for deductive databases. Then section 3.3 de-

fines the predicate transformer wp with respect to this data model and

update language. Finally, section 3.4 discusses related work and is fol-

lowed by a summary of the chapter in section 3.5.

The material presented in this chapter is based on joint work with

Rodney Topor that first appeared in [LT95].

3.1 Data Model

Let U be a universal domain consisting of a countably infinite set of con-

stants. A database is a tuple 〈R1, . . . ,Rn〉, where each Ri is a finite named

relation over Uki for some ki ≥ 0. A database update U is a mapping from

one database, B = 〈R1, . . . ,Rn〉, to another, U (B) = 〈R′1, . . . ,R′n〉, where
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each Ri and R′i have the same arity. We require the mapping to be partially

recursive and C -generic for some finite set of constants C .

A formula (resp., sentence) is a first-order, function-free formula (resp.,

sentence) in some fixed language. If R, R1, . . . are relations in databases,

then r , r1, . . . are the corresponding predicate symbols in the language. A

rule is a function-free formula of the form A ← W where A is an atom

and W is a first-order formula. All variables in A and free variables in W
are assumed to be universally quantified at the front of the formula. If r is

a predicate symbol corresponding to the relation R in the database, then

there cannot also be a rule defining r (with the same arity). A program

P is a set of rules. We require a total (two-valued) well-founded model

to exist for all databases and programs so we restrict programs to being

locally stratified [Prz88].

A query is a mapping from a database to a relation. We represent a

query as (q(x ),P) where q(x ) is an atom and P is a program defining q1.

A condition is a query in which the atom has no variables. An integrity

constraint is a condition.

A valuation for a query (q(x ),P) is a mapping of the free variables x
of q to elements of U . For a database B , query (q(x ),P) and valuation

ν for x , B |=ν (q(x ),P) if and only if MB∪P |=ν q(x ) where MB∪P is the

normal model for B and P with domain U . We say a valuation ν ′ extends

another valuation ν (ν ′ ≥ ν) if the domain of ν ′ is a superset of the domain

of ν and the restriction of ν ′ to the domain of ν is identical to ν.

A query (q ′,P ′) is a precondition for an update U and a query (q ,P) if,

for every database B , B |= (q ′,P ′) implies U (B) |= (q ,P). A precondition

(q ′,P ′) for U and (q ,P) is a weakest precondition for U and (q ,P) if, for

every precondition (q ′′,P ′′) for U and (q ,P), and for every database B ,

B |= (q ′′,P ′′) implies B |= (q ′,P ′).

A predicate symbol q directly depends on a predicate symbol r if r ap-

pears in the body of any rule defining q . A predicate symbol q depends on

a predicate symbol r if q directly depends on r or on another predicate

symbol that depends on r .

1This does not restrict the power of our query language since we consider P to be the
the union of the deductive database rules and any others that may be needed to express
the query. It is a notational shorthand to restrict a query to being an atom rather than
allowing a formula and then having to introduce more complex definitions and rules to
deal with this formula.
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Let P be a program and R a relation in the database, with correspond-

ing predicate symbol r . Let P ′r be another program consisting of the union

of the set of rules in P with the following additional rules. For every rule

Q in P defining a predicate symbol q that depends on r , add an identical

rule defining q ′ (a new predicate which does not appear in P) in which

every predicate symbol s in the body of Q that depends on r (as well as

every occurrence of r itself) is replaced by s ′. Notice that there is no defi-

nition of r ′ in P ′r since r corresponds to a database relation and therefore

there can be no rules in P defining r .

Example 3.1 Let E be a relation with corresponding predicate symbol e,

and P the following program.

q ← ¬p.

p ← e.

p ← e ∧ g ∧ p.

Then the program P ′e is

q ← ¬p.

p ← e.

p ← e ∧ g ∧ p.

q ′ ← ¬p ′.
p ′ ← e ′.
p ′ ← e ′ ∧ g ∧ p ′.

Intuitively, we could now add to P ′e a rule defining e ′ in terms of e such

that e ′, p ′ and q ′ correspond to updated versions of e, p and q respectively

without actually changing the database B . 2

Note that we associate the deductive rules with individual queries. A

deductive database in the traditional sense, is a special case of this where

all queries share a common set of deductive rules.

3.2 Update Language

We modify our update language from Chapter 2 along the same lines as

our definition of queries and integrity constraints. Whereas the set-oriented

insert and delete commands of Chapter 2 ranged over the results of first-

order formulae, they now range over a deductive query, possibly involving

recursion. This fundamentally increases the expressive power of the up-

date language since the expressive power of the corresponding underlying
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query language has increased [Law92]. For example, we can now write an

update which deletes all edges involved in paths from node A to node B in

some graph.

Let R be a named relation, and (q(x ),P) a query with free variables x .

Then ∀x ((q(x ),P) → +r(x )), and ∀x ((q(x ),P) → −r(x )) are statements

in our language. If S1, . . . ,Sn are individual statements in our language

then (S1 ; . . . ; Sn ) is a statement in our language. For example, adding

the tuple a to the relation R could be written ∀x ((x = a, φ) → +r(x )).

Sometimes we will abbreviate this statement as +r(a).

The effect of a statement in our language is given informally as follows.

The statement ∀x ((q(x ),P) → +r(x )) (resp., ∀x ((q(x ),P) → −r(x ))) is

executed by evaluating (q(x ),P) to produce a set of bindings for x and

then adding to (resp., deleting from) R each x tuple. The statement se-

quence (S1 ; . . . ; Sn ) is executed by first executing S1, then executing S2,

and so on.

Example 3.2 Consider a database with relations S and E where the tuple

s(x , y) indicates that employee x directly supervises employee y and the

tuple e(x , y) indicates that employee x earns a salary of y dollars. Let P be

the following program.

m(x , y)← s(x , y).

m(x , y)← s(x , z ) ∧m(z , y).

q(x , y)← m(′Jane′, x ) ∧ e(x , y).

r(x , z )← t(x , y) ∧ times(y , 1.1, z ).

Then, to give a salary increase of 10% to all employees supervised (di-

rectly or indirectly) by Jane, we could write the following statement se-

quence.

∀e, s ((q(e, s),P)→ +t(e, s));

∀e, s ((t(e, s), φ)→ −e(e, s));

∀e, s ((r(e, s),P)→ +e(e, s))

where T is a suitable, initially empty, temporary relation. (We do not

bother removing everything from T since nothing else refers to it.) 2

The update defined by a statement S in our update language is de-
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noted [[S ]] and is given inductively as follows.

1. [[∀x ((q(x ),P)→ +r(x ))]](B) = B ∪ {r(x ) | B |= (q(x ),P)}

2. [[∀x ((q(x ),P)→ −r(x ))]](B) = B − {r(x ) | B |= (q(x ),P)}

3. [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn ]](B) = [[Sn ]]([[S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1]](B)), n > 1

Clearly, for every statement S , the mapping [[S ]] is a deductive database

update.

3.3 Constraint Transformation

Lemma 3.1 is the deductive database equivalent of lemma 2.3 giving the

conditions required for a query to be a weakest precondition.

Lemma 3.1 Let the update S be a statement and the integrity constraint

(q ,P) a condition. Then a condition (q ′,P ′) is a weakest precondition for [[S ]]
and (q ,P) if and only if, for every database B , B |= (q ′,P ′) if and only if

[[S ]](B) |= (q ,P).

Proof Suppose that, for every database B , B |= (q ′,P ′) if and only

if [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P). Clearly, (q ′,P ′) is a precondition for [[S ]] and (q ,P).

Further, for all databases B and preconditions (q ′′,P ′′) for [[S ]] and (q ,P),

B |= (q ′′,P ′′) implies [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P), as (q ′′,P ′′) is a precondition for [[S ]]
and (q ,P), and hence, by assumption, B |= (q ′,P ′). That is, (q ′,P ′) is a

weakest precondition for [[S ]] and (q ,P).

Conversely, suppose that (q ′,P ′) is a weakest precondition for [[S ]] and

(q ,P) and that there exists a database B for which B |= (q ′,P ′) but [[S ]](B) 6|=
(q ,P). This would imply that (q ′,P ′) is not a precondition for [[S ]] and

(q ,P) and is therefore neither a weakest precondition which violates our

supposition.

Now, suppose that there exists a database B for which [[S ]](B) |= (q , P)
but B 6|= (q ′, P ′). Since (q ′,P ′) is a weakest precondition, there must ex-

ist a precondition (q ′′,P ′′) for [[S ]] and (q ,P) such that B |= (q ′′,P ′′). But,

if (q ′,P ′) is a weakest precondition for [[S ]] and (q ,P), then B |= (q ′′,P ′′)
implies B |= (q ′,P ′) which violates our alternative supposition.

Hence, if (q ′,P ′) is a weakest precondition for [[S ]] and (q ,P), then

B |= (q ′, P ′) if and only if [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P). 2
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For the new update language given in section 3.2 we now define the

predicate transformer wp in the context of our deductive data model.

Let S be a statement, (q ,P) a condition, and Q a program. Then the

condition transformer wp(S , (q ,P)) is defined inductively as follows:

1. wp(∀x ((p(x ),Q)→ +r(x )), (q ,P)) =
(q ′,Q ∪ P ′r ∪ {r ′(x )← r(x ) ∨ p(x )})

2. wp(∀x ((p(x ),Q)→ −r(x )), (q ,P)) =
(q ′,Q ∪ P ′r ∪ {r ′(x )← r(x ) ∧ ¬p(x )})

3. wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn), (q ,P)) =
wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1),wp(Sn , (q ,P))),n > 1

This definition immediately gives us the following algorithm for con-

structing wp(S , (q ,P)), where S is of the form S1; · · · ;Sn for n ≥ 1:

1. Let C = (q ,P) and i = n.

2. Construct wp(Si ,C ) using the definition 1 or 2, above, as appropri-

ate.

3. Let i = i − 1 and C = the result of the previous step.

4. If i > 0, then go back to step 2.

The final value of C is wp(S , (q ,P)).

Example 3.3 Let S be the statement ∀x ((s(x ), φ) → +r(x )) and H the

condition (q ,P), where P is as follows.

q ← ¬t .
t ← r(x ) ∧ ¬m(x ).

Then,

wp(S ,H ) = wp(S , (q ,P))
= (q ′,P ′r )

where P ′r is

q ← ¬t .
t ← r(x ) ∧ ¬m(x ).

q ′ ← ¬t ′.
t ′ ← r ′(x ) ∧ ¬m(x ).
r ′(x )← r(x ) ∨ s(x ).

2
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We now present a series of lemmas leading to a proof that wp(S , (q ,P))
is the weakest precondition for [[S ]] and (q ,P) (Theorem 3.1).

Lemma 3.2 Let B be a database, (q(x ),P) a query where q depends on r ,

and ν a variable assignment. Then, B |=ν (q(x ),P) if and only if B |=ν (q ′(x ),P ′r ∪{r ′(x ) ← r(x )})

Proof The proof is immediate. 2

Lemma 3.3 Let B be a database, r(c) a ground atom (where r is the pred-

icate symbol corresponding to the database relation R), and (p(x ),P) a

query. Then, B ∪ {r(x ) | B |= (p(x ),P)} |= r(c) if and only if

B |= (r ′(c),P ′r ∪ {r ′(x ) ← r(x ) ∨ p(x )})

Proof Since there are no clauses defining r ′ in P ′r , we have

B |= (r ′(c),P ′r ∪ {r ′(x )← r(x ) ∨ p(x )})
⇐⇒ B |= (r(c),P ′r ) or B |= (p(c),P ′r ) (only def. of r ′)
⇐⇒ B |= r(c) or B |= (p(c),P)
⇐⇒ B |= r(c) or r(c) ∈ {r(x ) | B |= (p(x ),P)}
⇐⇒ B ∪ {r(x ) | B |= (p(x ),P)} |= r(c)

2

Lemma 3.4 Let B be a database, (r(x ),P) a query, and (p(x ),Q) a query.

Then, for all valuations ν, B − {r(x ) | B |= (p(x ),Q)} |=ν (r(x ),P) if and

only if B |=ν (r ′(x ),Q ∪ P ′r ∪ {r ′(x )← r(x ) ∧ ¬p(x )})

Proof Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.3. 2

Lemma 3.5 Let B be a database, (q ,P) a condition, (p(x ),Q) a query, and

S the statement ∀x ((p(x ),Q)→ +r(x )). Then, [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P) if and only

if B |= (q ′,Q ∪ P ′r ∪ {r ′(x )← r(x ) ∨ p(x )}).

Proof

B |= (q ′,Q ∪ P ′r ∪ {r ′(x )← r(x ) ∨ p(x )})
⇐⇒ B ∪ {r ′(x ) | B |= (r(x ) ∨ p(x ),Q)} |= (q ′,P ′r )
⇐⇒ B ∪ {r(x ) | B |= (r(x ) ∨ p(x ),Q)} |=

(q ′,P ′r ∪ {r ′(x )← r(x )})
⇐⇒ B ∪ {r(x ) | B |= (p(x ),Q)} |= (q ′,P ′r ∪ {r ′(x )← r(x )})
⇐⇒ B ∪ {r(x ) | B |= (p(x ),Q)} |= (q ,P) (Lemma 3.2)

⇐⇒ [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P) (def. of [[S ]](B))
2
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Lemma 3.6 Let B be a database, (q ,P) a condition, (p(x ),Q) a query, and

S the statement ∀x ((p(x ),Q)→ −r(x )). Then, [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P) if and only

if B |= (q ′,Q ∪ P ′r ∪ {r ′(x )← r(x ) ∧ ¬p(x )}).

Proof Similar to the proof of Lemma 3.5. 2

Lemma 3.7 Let S be the sequential statement (S1 ; . . . ; Sn), and (q ,P) a

query. Then, for all databases B , B |= wp(S , (q ,P)) if and only if [[S ]](B) |= (q , P).

Proof Assume inductively that, for every database B , query (q ′,P),

and statement sequence of the form (S1 ; . . . ; Si), where 1 ≤ i < n, then

B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Si), (q ′,P)) if and only if [[S1 ; . . . ; Si ]](B) |= (q ′,P).

Then,

B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn), (q ,P))
⇐⇒ B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1),wp(Sn , (q ,P))) (defn of wp)

⇐⇒ [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1]](B) |= wp(Sn , (q ,P)) (induction hyp.)

⇐⇒ [[Sn ]]([[S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1]](B)) |= (q ,P) (induction hyp.)

⇐⇒ [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn ]](B) |= (q ,P) (defn of update)

⇐⇒ [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P)

Lemmas 3.5 and 3.6 provide the base cases. 2

We are now in a position to prove that the condition transformer wp
actually produces a condition which is the weakest precondition with re-

spect to a particular update statement and condition. That is, wp(S , (q ,P))
produces a condition such that, if it is true before executing the state-

ment S , then the condition (q ,P) is guaranteed to be true afterwards.

Theorem 3.1 Let S be a statement, and (q ,P) a query. Then wp(S , (q ,P))
is the weakest precondition for [[S ]] and (q ,P).

Proof The result follows immediately from Lemmas 3.1, 3.5, 3.6, and

3.7. 2

We now present examples of common constraints and show how to

construct the weakest precondition with respect to an update. The first

example is of a referential integrity constraint and a sequence of two up-

date statements.
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Example 3.4 Let S be the statement (S1 ; S2) defined as

∀x ((s(x ), φ)→ +r(x )) ;
∀x ((s(x ), φ)→ +m(x ))

and let H be the condition (q ,P), where P is defined as

q ← ¬t .
t ← r(x ) ∧ ¬m(x ).

Then,

wp(S ,H ) = wp((S1;S2),H )
= wp(S1,wp(S2,H ))
= wp(S1, (q ′,P ′m))
= (q ′′,P ′m

′
r )

where P ′m is

q ← ¬t .
t ← r(x ) ∧ ¬m(x ).

q ′ ← ¬t ′.
t ′ ← r(x ) ∧ ¬m ′(x ).
m ′(x )← m(x ) ∨ s(x ).

and P ′m
′
r is P ′m plus the following

q ′′ ← ¬t ′′.
t ′′ ← r ′(x ) ∧ ¬m ′(x ).
r ′(x )← r(x ) ∨ s(x ).

2

The next example, an inclusion dependency, also involves a compound

update but, more interestingly, includes a recursive integrity constraint.

Example 3.5 Let S be the statement (S1 ; S2) defined as

∀x , y ((s(x , y), φ)→ +e(x , y)) ;
∀x , y ((s(x , y), φ)→ +r(x , y))

and let H be the condition (q ,P), where P is defined as

q ← ¬t .
t ← tc(x , y) ∧ ¬r(x , y).
tc(x , y)← e(x , y).
tc(x , y)← e(x , z ) ∧ tc(z , y).
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That is, H is the constraint requiring that the relation R be a superset of

the transitive closure of the relation E . Then,

wp(S ,H ) = wp((S1;S2),H )
= wp(S1,wp(S2,H ))
= wp(S1, (q ′,P ′r ))
= (q ′′,P ′r

′
e)

where P ′r is

q ← ¬t .
t ← tc(x , y) ∧ ¬r(x , y).
tc(x , y)← e(x , y).
tc(x , y)← e(x , z ) ∧ tc(z , y).

q ′ ← ¬t ′.
t ′ ← tc(x , y) ∧ ¬r ′(x , y).
r ′(x , y)← r(x , y) ∨ s(x , y).

and P ′r
′
e is

q ← ¬t .
t ← tc(x , y) ∧ ¬r(x , y).
tc(x , y)← e(x , y).
tc(x , y)← e(x , z ) ∧ tc(z , y).

q ′ ← ¬t ′.
t ′ ← tc(x , y) ∧ ¬r ′(x , y).
r ′(x , y)← r(x , y) ∨ s(x , y).

q ′′ ← ¬t ′′.
t ′′ ← tc′(x , y) ∧ ¬r ′(x , y).
tc′(x , y)← e ′(x , y).
tc′(x , y)← e ′(x , z ) ∧ tc′(z , y).
e ′(x , y)← e(x , y) ∨ s(x , y).

So, (q ′′,P ′r
′
e) with P ′r

′
e as given above is the weakest precondition for the

update S and the integrity constraint (q ,P). Hence, if (q ′′,P ′r
′
e) holds with

respect to a particular database, then updating that database using S will

not violate the integrity constraint (q ,P). 2

3.4 Related Work

The subject of efficient integrity constraint checking with respect to de-

ductive databases has been described and studied by many people [SK88,

BDM88, GL90, NDCC92, Man90, Deß90, Wal90, Wal91, Wal92, Bay92, LST87,
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Oli91]. In general, the various approaches can be classified into several

groups: simplified instances, propagated deltas, and transaction safety.

Lloyd et al. [LST87] describe a method which considers updates as two

disjoint sets of tuples, ∆+ being the inserted tuples and ∆− being the

deleted tuples. It is an extension of Nicolas [Nic82] method to stratified

deductive databases. The first phase generates an approximation of the

sets of atoms whose addition/deletion has been induced by an update.

The second phase involves checking (simplified) instances of the integrity

constraints relevant to the sets of potentially added/deleted atoms with

respect to the updated database state. It has the advantage that it does

not require access to the database state to generate the potential updates,

but this is offset by extra work that must be done in the second phase.

In [CCD93] and [CD94], Celma et al. propose an extension to [LST87]

which involves recording the derivation paths leading to the potential ad-

ditions/deletions. The second phase then checks only the derivation paths

associated with the potential addition of inconsistent . The advantage of

this method is that, in the presence of disjunctions, only the disjuncts that

potentially lead to the addition of inconsistent need be checked while the

other disjuncts are ignored. The disadvantage is that sub-paths shared by

these recorded derivations will be re-evaluated unnecessarily.

Bry et al. [BDM88] describe a method applicable to stratified databases,

but only for single tuple updates. In contrast to Lloyd et al., they com-

pute the consequential additions and deletions exactly in their first phase,

then check simplified instances of relevant constraints in a second phase.

While a more precise calculation of the induced updates in the first phase

may reduce the work required in the second phase, this is offset by the

extra effort required by the first phase.

Sadri and Kowalski [SK88] describe an alternative method based on a

modified SLDNF proof procedure. Essentially they use the clauses corre-

sponding to the inserted/deleted tuples as the tops of proof trees. This

approach follows from the observation that, if the database satisfied the

constraints before the update, then any violation of the constraints must

involve one of the inserted/deleted tuples.

Although not described as such, Bayer [Bay92] describes a variation

on [SK88] involving a rule transformation rather than a modified SLDNF

proof procedure “such that the top-down activation of these derivation
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rules simulates the bottom-up activation of the initial meta-rules”. In con-

trast to [SK88], this method effectively applies the modified SLDNF proof

procedure to a transformed set of rules which capture, exactly, the con-

sequential database additions (similarly to [BDM88]), rather than to the

original integrity constraints. Thus, if the goal add(inconsistent) is ever

generated during the proof procedure, this indicates that the integrity

constraints have been violated by the update.

Olivé [Oli91] also describes a method related to [SK88] and based on

the propagation of “internal events” and the use of SLDNF resolution to

determine whether events corresponding to the violation of an integrity

constraint are caused by a particular update. It is a very similar approach

to that of [Bay92] and shares strong links with our approach. However,

because it is based on tuple insertion rather than update rules/programs

and there is no simplification step, it does not avoid performing checks in,

for example, the case where the insertion of one set of tuples makes up for

the insertion of another set within the one transaction (see example 5.4).

Wallace [Wal90, Wal91, Wal92] addresses the problem of transaction

safety, describing a method for compiling integrity constraints into up-

date procedures. His method extends the methods based on “recursive

update consequences” [BDM88] by considering a more powerful update

language and a transformation similar to ours. It produces results similar

to our method, but these results are not characterised and rely upon an

unspecified abstract interpreter or partial evaluator.

3.5 Summary

This chapter extended the concepts introduced in the previous chapter.

We introduced an update language for deductive databases and defined

the predicate transformer wp which can be used to check the safety of an

update with respect to the database’s integrity constraints as follows.

If (q ,P) is a constraint on a database B then, before executing a state-

ment S , we can check the condition produced by wp(S , (q ,P)) to deter-

mine whether the new database state [[S ]](B) will satisfy the constraint

(q ,P). Again, this weakest precondition can be used to generate safe trans-

actions or as feedback to the programmer.

The extension to deductive databases allows more complex constraints
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using recursion to be specified, such as those involving transitive closure.

It also allows more complex updates to be specified since the set-oriented

bounded iteration construct ranges over the results of a query which may

now involved recursion. A natural consequence of having a more pow-

erful update language is that it makes simplifying the resulting weakest

precondition that much more difficult.

This provides a foundation for performing integrity constraint check-

ing more efficiently than is possible using previously described methods [BD93,

JQ92, JJ91, JK90]. Chapter 5 deals with simplification of the weakest pre-

condition in detail.
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Chapter 4

Deductive Object-Oriented

Databases

This chapter introduces a deductive object-oriented data model, Gulog,

in sections 4.1 and 4.2. The update language is extended to support ob-

ject creation and deletion in section 4.3. Section 4.4 defines the predicate

transformer with respect to the new data model and update language. Fi-

nally, section 4.5 examines related work and is followed by a summary of

the chapter’s contributions in section 4.6.

The material presented in this chapter is based on work that first ap-

peared in [Law95].

4.1 Overview

Gulog, a simple, yet powerful, logical framework for reasoning about de-

ductive object-oriented systems is described by Dobbie and Topor [Dob95,

DT93, DT94, DT95]. We use this model as a foundation for a simple database

language, which also incorporates updates, in order to describe our re-

sults. However, our work is not limited to this model and should gen-

eralise easily to other models such as those described by Abiteboul et

al. [ALUW93], Jeusfeld et al. [JJ91, JK90], and (practical) subsets of F-logic [KLW90,

KLW95].

A Gulog database consists of a schema and an extension. The schema

provides the domains of (typed) object identifiers, the types (classes), the

type (class) hierarchy, and the types of the relations, rules and methods.
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The extension corresponds to a relational database or the extensional part

of a deductive database. It stores base relations and the attribute values

of objects.

In Gulog, the clause {x : τ} ` x [m → a] defines a method called m on

a type τ . This method maps objects of type τ to the value a.

Not only are methods inherited by subtypes, but they can also be over-

ridden. The clause {x : σ} ` x [m → b] ← W defined on a type σ that is

a subtype of τ overrides the inherited method above and maps instances

of σ and its subtypes to the value b, but only if W holds. If, for a particular

instance of σ or a subtype, W does not hold, then it is mapped to the value

a as before.

Usually, overriding is statically defined as a syntactic condition. That

is, the existence of a clause defining a method on a subtype causes all

clauses defining that method on supertypes to be overridden. For Gulog,

it is the, F-logic inspired, dynamic overriding that sets Gulog apart from

most other languages involving inheritance. The use of dynamic overrid-

ing allows Gulog to effectively avoid the problem of multiple inheritance

conflict resolution.

Example 4.1 Here is a simple database consisting of schema declara-

tions giving the class hierarchy and typing information for methods and

predicates, and then the data itself. The infinite domains of object iden-

tifiers Uperson and Ustudent (which would identify the types of p1 and p2)

are omitted. The class student inheriting from person is indicated by writ-

ing student < person. That the predicate named is of arity one and ap-

plies to objects of type person is indicated by named(person). The schema

statement person[name ⇒ string ] indicates that the class person has a

method called name with a result of type string . Similarly, the schema

statement student [school ⇒ string ] indicates that the class student has a

method called school with a result of type string . Note that there is no

extension for named since this is an intensionally defined predicate (see

example 4.2 below).

Schema:

student < person.

named(person).
person[name ⇒ string ].
student [school ⇒ string ].

Extension:

p1[name → “Damiel”].
p2[name → “Raphaela”].
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2

We now observe that Gulog makes no distinction between object iden-

tifiers (oids) that refer to objects that “really exist” in the database, rather

than oids that are merely elements of the domain of all oids. Since we

wish to include the notion of object “creation” and “deletion” in our up-

date language, this is an important concept. As such, we introduce the

following convention (which could be considered a restriction on which

databases are “valid”, or a reification of the domain of a class as opposed

to the domain of its corresponding type).

For every user-defined1type τ , we require a base relation inst τ/1
and a predicate isa τ/1. The base relation inst τ/1 is used to

denote those objects that “really exist” in the database, and the

predicate isa τ/1 is defined in terms of inst τ/1 and isa τi/1,

where the τi ’s are the immediate subclasses of τ , to reflect the

inheritance hierarchy. (A more formal definition is given be-

low.)

The schema from example 4.1 would give rise to the following implicit

schema declarations and intensional rules:

Implicit Schema:

inst person(person).
inst student(student).
isa person(person).
isa student(student).

Implicit Rules:

{x : student} ` isa student(x )← inst student(x ).
{x : person} ` isa person(x )← inst person(x ).
{x : person} ` isa person(x )← isa student(x ).

The intuitive meaning of the above predicates is as follows. For all ob-

jects for which inst person holds, that object will be of type person and

1The distinction between built-in types and user-defined types has two motivations.
Firstly, instances of built-in types are never “created” or “deleted”. Secondly, the domains
of (the classes corresponding to) built-in types are infinite and reification would thus re-
quire infinite relations.
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is deemed to “really exist”. It does not hold for objects which are sub-

classes of person. For all objects for which inst student holds, that ob-

ject will be of type student and is deemed to “really exist”. For all objects

for which isa person holds, that object will be of type person or any sub-

class of person and is deemed to “really exist”. For all objects for which

isa student holds, that object will be of type student or any subclass of student
and is deemed to “really exist”.

Note again that we distinguish between user-defined types (classes)

and built-in types, such as string, which do not have an associated inst τ

relation.

Thus the complete database for example 4.1 would be:

Implicit Rules:

{x : student} ` isa student(x )← inst student(x ).
{x : person} ` isa person(x )← inst person(x ).
{x : person} ` isa person(x )← isa student(x ).

Schema:

student < person.

named(person).
inst person(person).
inst student(student).
isa person(person).
isa student(student).
person[name ⇒ string ].
student [school ⇒ string ].

Extension:

inst person(p1).
inst person(p2).
p1[name → “Damiel”].
p2[name → “Raphaela”].

Example 4.2 To specify the integrity constraint that requires every person

(that really exists in the database) to have a name (an example of a not-

NULL constraint), we would include the following rule.

{y : string , x : person} ` named(x )← x [name → y ].

The constraint is then

{x : person} ` ∀x isa person(x )→ named(x )

which also applies to students because the definition of the implicit

rule defining isa person captures the semantics of inheritance. 2
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It would not be possible to specify such a constraint without this (or

a similar) convention about objects that “really exist” without defining

the object creation and deletion as mappings that alter the database’s do-

main. This is something we wish to avoid since it would entail reason-

ing about systems with changing domains when we deal with the weakest

precondition transformation.

4.2 Data Model

We now present a series of definitions relating to Gulog. A full description

of Gulog’s semantics is beyond the scope of this thesis but can be found

in [Dob95, DT93, DT94, DT95]. If the reader is familiar with C-logic, O-

logic, F-logic or other similar logics, then Gulog will present few surprises.

Let T be a set of finitely many types. Let ≺ be a relation over T × T
defining a partial order on T . Let Uτi be a set of infinitely many, typed,

object identifiers for each τi ∈ T .

A tuple of the form 〈T ,≺,R1, . . . ,Rl ,M⇒0, . . . ,M⇒m ,M⇒⇒0, . . . ,M⇒⇒n〉
defines a database schema S . Each Ri is a tuple 〈τj1 , . . . , τjki

〉 for some ki ≥
0, specifying the types of the attributes of relation Ri . Similarly, each M→i

(resp., M→→i ) is a tuple 〈τj0 , . . . , τjki+1
〉 for some ki ≥ 0 specifying the types

τj1 , . . . , τjki
of the arguments of the functional (resp., relational) method

mi and the result type τjki+1
when applied to objects of type τj0 . In this

case we say that the method mi is defined on class τj0 .

A tuple of the form 〈R1, . . . ,Rl ,M→0, . . . ,M→m ,M→→0, . . . ,M→→n〉defines

a database extension D . Each Ri is a finite named relation over Uτ1 × · · · ×
Uτki

for some ki ≥ 0. Each M→i is a finite named mappingUτ0×· · ·×Uτki
7→

Uτki+1
. Each M→→i is a finite named relation over Uτ0 × · · · × Uτki+1

. Note

that the Ris include the implicit base relations inst τ/1 mentioned above.

A database is a tuple 〈S ,D〉. Normally the database would also in-

clude an intensional part containing the rules and method definitions.

We choose to separate this part and consider it as part of a query (the

other part being the goal) for notational convenience when dealing with

the weakest precondition transformation.

A formula is a first-order, function-free formula in some fixed lan-

guageL. An atom can be of the following forms: ri(x1, . . . , xn), y [mi@x1, . . . , xk →
z ], or y [mi@x1, . . . , xk →→ z ], corresponding to Ri , M→i , and M→→i respec-
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tively and where the xi , y , z are variables or oids. We write m/k@c to de-

note a (functional or relational2) method (attribute) m of arity k that is

applicable to objects in class c (or any subclass of c). We write ri/n to

indicate the predicate corresponding to the atom ri(x1, . . . , xn) Thus, the

ri/n and mi/k@c are the predicate symbols of the language L.

A variable typing Γ is a set of the form {x1 : τ1, . . . , xn : τn}.
A rule is a function free formula of the form Γ ` A ← W where A is

an atom, W is a first-order formula, and Γ is a variable typing giving every

variable in A and W a type. All variables in A and free variables in W are

assumed to be universally quantified at the front of the formula.

If ri/k (resp., mi/k@c) is a predicate symbol corresponding to the rela-

tion Ri (resp., M→k or M→→k ) in the database, then there cannot also be a

rule defining ri/k (resp., mi/k@c).

A program P is a set of rules. We require a unique preferred model to

exist for all databases and programs so we restrict programs to belong-

ing to the class of simple programs [DT94] which means they must be

inheritance-stratified. Essentially this means the Datalog translation of a

simple program is locally stratified.

A query is a mapping from a database to a relation. We represent a

query as (Γ ` A,P) where Γ is a variable typing, A is an atomic formula,

and P is a program defining A. A condition is a query in which the atom

has no variables. In this case we omit the (empty) variable typing. An

integrity constraint is a condition.

A valuation for a query (Γ ` q(x ),P) is a mapping of each of the free

variables xi of q to elements of Uτi . For a database B , query (Γ ` q(x ),P)
and valuation ν for x , B |=ν (Γ ` q(x ),P) if and only if MB∪P |=ν Γ ` q(x )
where MB∪P is the unique preferred model for B and P with domain U .

We say a valuation ν ′ extends another valuation ν (ν ′ ≥ ν) if the domain of

ν ′ is a superset of the domain of ν and the restriction of ν ′ to the domain

of ν is identical to ν.

A query (q ′,P ′) is a precondition for an update U and a query (q ,P) if,

for every database B , B |= (q ′,P ′) implies U (B) |= (q ,P).

A precondition (q ′,P ′) for an update U and a query (q ,P) is a weak-

est precondition for U and (q ,P) if, for every precondition (q ′′,P ′′) for U

2For our purposes, it is simpler for us to not distinguish notationally between func-
tional and relational methods.
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and (q ,P), and for every database B , B |= (q ′′, P ′′) implies B |= (q ′, P ′).

Since one of our goals is to be able to evaluate the effect of an update

on a query (such as an integrity constraint) without actually performing

the update, we need to determine exactly which predicates and methods

are affected by an update. Thus we give a series of definitions which, for

a particular base predicate or method t , capture exactly those predicates

and methods which may be affected by an update to t .

A predicate s/k directly depends on an atom t if t is unifiable with any

atom t ′ in the body of any rule defining s/k .

A method m/k@c directly depends on an atom t if t is unifiable with

any atom t ′ in the body of any rule defining m/k@c or m/k@c′ where c′ is

a superclass of c.

Let s ′ be an instance of a method or predicate s . Then s depends on an

atom t if s ′ directly depends on t or, s ′ directly depends on another atom

t ′ that depends on t .

Note that we do not need to consider overriding in this definition,

since method overriding in Gulog is dynamic (being determined by a pref-

erence relation over minimal models) and therefore can not be determined

independently of the extensional database. That is, when there are defini-

tions for a method m in the superclass c0 and the subclass c1, evaluation

of m for an instance of the subclass c1 may still need to involve the defini-

tion of m on the superclass c0.

Example 4.3 Let c1 be a subclass of c0, and P be the following program.

{x : c0} ` x [m → 0].
{x : c1} ` x [m → 1]← p(x ).
p(a).
inst c1(a).
inst c1(b).

Then the query ({x : c1, y : int} ` x [m → y ],P) has the two answers

{x/a, y/1} and {x/b, y/0} since the definition of m/0@c1 overrides the

definition of m/0@c0 dynamically. That is, overriding is based on ground

instances of clauses rather than the existence of a method definition in a

subclass as is the case in languages such as C++, Java, and C-logic. 2

However, in adapting our approach to data models like C-logic where

overriding is statically determinable, we would incorporate the semantics
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of overriding directly into the definition of directly depends for methods,

above.

Let P be a program and t be an atom defined in the database. Let P ′t
be a copy of P with the following additional rules. For every rule Q in P
defining a predicate symbol q (or method m/k@c) that depends on t , add

an identical rule defining q ′ (resp., m ′/k@c) in which every predicate sym-

bol s (and method a/j@d) in the body of Q that depends on t (including

any occurrence of t itself) is replaced by s ′ (resp., a ′/j@d). Note, there is

no definition of t ′ in P ′t since t corresponds to data in the database and

hence there can be no rules in P defining t .

This definition follows that given in Chapter 3. However, the differ-

ent definition of directly depends given above is sufficient to capture the

intricate semantics of inheritance and overriding that Gulog uses.

Example 4.4 Let P be the following program which says there is a path

from x to y if there is an edge from x to y or there is an edge to some

intermediate point z that is guarded.

{x : p, y : p} ` path(x , y)←
edge(x , y).

{x : p, y : p, z : p} ` path(x , y)←
edge(x , z ), guard(z ), path(z , y).

Then, P ′edge is as follows.

{x : p, y : p} ` path(x , y)←
edge(x , y).

{x : p, y : p, z : p} ` path(x , y)←
edge(x , z ), guard(z ), path(z , y).

{x : p, y : p} ` path ′(x , y)←
edge ′(x , y).

{x : p, y : p, z : p} ` path ′(x , y)←
edge ′(x , z ), guard(z ), path ′(z , y).

2

The above example is essentially identical, but for the typing informa-

tion, to that which would be obtained using the purely deductive data-

model of the previous chapter. The following example illustrates what

happens in the presence of inheritance.
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Example 4.5 Let P be the following program where c0, c1, and c2 may

represent a hierarchy of product items, m represents the highlighted fea-

tures to be used for selling the product m0 represents a standard feature of

all products (of type c0) while m1 and m2 represent optional features spe-

cific to products types c1 and c2. We use short abstract class and method

names for clarity.

c2 < c1 < c0.

{x : c0, y : d} ` x [m →→ y ]← x [m0→→ y ].
{x : c1, y : d} ` x [m →→ y ]← x [m1→→ y ].
{x : c2, y : d} ` x [m →→ y ]← x [m2→→ y ].

Then, P ′m1/0@c1 is as follows.

c2 < c1 < c0.

{x : c0, y : d} ` x [m →→ y ]← x [m0→→ y ].
{x : c1, y : d} ` x [m →→ y ]← x [m1→→ y ].
{x : c2, y : d} ` x [m →→ y ]← x [m2→→ y ].

{x : c1, y : d} ` x [m ′ →→ y ]← x [m1′ →→ y ].
{x : c2, y : d} ` x [m ′ →→ y ]← x [m2→→ y ].

2

In a similar manner to the previous chapter, the program P ′t will be

used in capturing the effects of an update statement. By basing P ′t on

the definition of the directly depends relationship, we capture the precise

semantics of overriding as defined by Gulog.

4.3 Updates

Our update language provides for set-oriented updates of functional at-

tributes, relational attributes, object creation, and object deletion. These

operations are primitives, so maintenance of referential integrity is not

implicit in the semantics of the deletion operation, although it would be a

system enforced integrity constraint. Since we do not allow the database

schema to be altered, there are no issues with object migration (i.e., what

to do about the existing instances of a class to which has been added a

new attribute).
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Let (Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P) be a query with free variables y , x , z , where x
is the vector of variables x1, . . . , xk . The following are statements in our

update language3:

∀x ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ +r(x ))
∀x ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ −r(x ))

∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ +y [m@x →→ z ])
∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ −y [m@x →→ z ])
∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ !y [m@x → z ])
∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ −y [m@x → z ])

∀xIy ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ +y : c)
∀x ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ −x : c)

If S1, . . . ,Sn are statements in our language then (S1 ; . . . ; Sn) is a

statement in our language.

The effect of a statement in our language is given informally as fol-

lows. A statement of the form ∀x ((Γ ` q(x ),P) → op(x )) is executed

by evaluating the query (Γ ` q(x ),P) to generate a set of bindings for the

variables x , then executing op(x ) for each tuple of bindings for x . The op-

eration +r(x ) (resp., −r(x )) inserts into (resp., deletes from) the relation

R the tuple x . The operation +y [m@x →→ z ] (resp.,−y [m@x →→ z ]) adds to

(resp., deletes from) the set-valued attribute m of object y with arguments

x the value z . The operation !y [m@x → z ] sets the functional attribute m
of object y with arguments x to the value z . The operation −y [m@x → z ]
deletes the value z from the functional attribute m of object y with argu-

ments x . That is, if m applied to y with arguments x had the value z , then

it no longer has any value.

The statement ∀xIy ((Γ ` q(x ),P) → +y : c) creates k new objects in

class c. It is executed by evaluating the query (Γ ` q(x ),P) to generate a

set of k bindings for x , then “inventing” k different bindings oi , 1 < i < k
for y such that B 6|= inst c(oi). These new objects are then added to inst c
to indicate that they now “really exist”.

The operation−x : c deletes the object x from class c. What this really

means is that the update−inst c(x ) is actually performed, to indicate that

the object x no longer “really exists”.
3The quantifier I is used here to indicate object identifier invention. It can only occur

in this context.
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The sequence of statements (S1 ; . . . ; Sn) is executed by evaluating S1

then S2 up to Sn in order.

The update represented by a statement S in our update language is a

mapping from one database to another. It is denoted [[S ]] and is defined

inductively as follows.

1. [[∀x ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ +r(x ))]](B) =
B ∪ {r(x ) | B |= (Γ ` q(x ),P)}

2. [[∀x ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ −r(x ))]](B) =
B − {r(x ) | B |= (Γ ` q(x ),P)}

3. [[∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ +y [m@x →→ z ])]](B) =
B ∪ {y [m@x →→ z ] | B |= (Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)}

4. [[∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ −y [m@x →→ z ])]](B) =
B − {y [m@x →→ z ] | B |= (Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)}

5. [[∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ !y [m@x → z ])]](B) =
B−{y [m@x → z ] | B |= (Γ ` q(y , x , x ′) ∧ y [m@x → z ],P)}
∪ {y [m@x → z ] | B |= (Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)}

6. [[∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ −y [m@x → z ])]](B) =
B − {y [m@x → z ] | B |= (Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)}

7. [[∀xIy ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ +y : c)]](B) =
B ∪ {inst c(o) | o ∈ O},

where O ⊂ Uc

and |O | = |{x | B |= (Γ ` q(x ),P)}|
and O ∩ {x | B |= (inst c(x ), φ)} = φ

8. [[∀x ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ −x : c)]](B) =
B − {inst c(x ) | B |= ((Γ ` q(x ),P)}

9. [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn ]](B) = [[Sn ]]([[S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1]](B)),n > 1

4.4 Condition Transformers

We now define a condition transformer wp for a statement S and a condi-

tion (q ,P) in the context of our deductive object-oriented data model.
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Let S be a statement, (q ,P) a condition, and Q a program. Then the

condition transformer wp(S , (q ,P)) is defined inductively as follows:

1. wp(∀x ((Γ ` p(x ),Q)→ +r(x )), (q ,P)) =
(q ′,Q ∪ P ′r ∪ {Γ ` r ′(x )← r(x ) ∨ p(x )})

2. wp(∀x ((Γ ` p(x ),Q)→ −r(x )), (q ,P)) =
(q ′,Q ∪ P ′r ∪ {Γ ` r ′(x )← r(x ) ∧ ¬p(x )})

3. wp(∀y , x , z ((Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q)→ +y [m@x →→ z ]), (q ,P)) =
(q ′,Q ∪ P ′m/k@c ∪

{Γ ` y [m ′@x →→ z ]← y [m@x →→ z ] ∨ p(y , x , z )})

4. wp(∀y , x , z ((Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q)→ −y [m@x →→ z ]), (q ,P)) =
(q ′,Q ∪ P ′m/k@c ∪

{Γ ` y [m ′@x →→ z ]← y [m@x →→ z ] ∧ ¬p(y , x , z )})

5. wp(∀y , x , z ((Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q)→!y [m@x → z ]), (q ,P)) =
(q ′,Q ∪ P ′m/k@c ∪

{Γ ` y [m ′@x → z ]←
(y [m@x → z ] ∧ ¬p(y , x , x ′)) ∨ p(y , x , z )})

6. wp(∀y , x , z ((Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q)→ −y [m@x → z ]), (q ,P)) =
(q ′,Q ∪ P ′m/k@c ∪

{Γ ` y [m ′@x → z ]← y [m@x → z ] ∧ ¬p(y , x , z )})

7. wp(∀xIy ((Γ ` p(x ),Q)→ +y : c), (q ,P)) =
(q ′,Q ∪ P ′c ∪

{{y : c} ` inst c′(y)← inst c(y) ∨ (p(x ) ∧ y = f (x )})

8. wp(∀x ((Γ ` p(x ),Q)→ −x : c), (q ,P)) =
(q ′,Q ∪ P ′c ∪

{{x : c} ` inst c′(x )← inst c(x ) ∧ ¬p(x )})

9. wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn), (q ,P)) =
wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1),wp(Sn , (q ,P))), n > 1

Here, f (x ) acts like a Skolem function in that it maps each valuation for x
to a member of the set O as given in the formal definition of the effect of

an object creation statement. Thus, O ≡ {f ((x ) | B |= (q(x ),P)}.
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Rules 3 and 4 for multi-valued methods are essentially the same as

rules 1 and 2 for predicates. Rule 5 encodes a “replace” which is effec-

tively a delete followed by an insert while rule 6 is similar to rules 2 and 4.

Rule 9 describes repeated application of the transformation to deal with

update sequences in the same manner as for the previous chapters. Rule

8 encodes deletion from the implicit relation inst c used to encode those

objects that “really exist”. Rule 7 is perhaps the most tricky. It encodes the

arbitrary selection of n object identifiers from the appropriate domain Uc

where n is the number of solutions to the query (Γ ` q(x ),P) and marking

them as objects that “really exist” by adding them to the implicit relation

inst c. It also ensures that none of the selected object identifiers already

“really exists” by making sure that they are not already members of inst c.

We now present a series of lemmas leading to a proof that wp(S , (q ,P))
is the weakest precondition for [[S ]] and (q ,P). You will notice that the

proofs make no mention of the inheritance hierarchy or method overrid-

ing. This is because, as mentioned in Section 4.1, the mapping from a

program P to P ′c caters for inheritance and the semantics of overriding is

implicit when we write B |= (q ,P).

Lemma 4.1 Let B be a database, (Γ ` q(x ),P) a query where q depends on

r , and ν a variable assignment. Then, B |=ν (Γ ` q(x ),P) if and only if

B |=ν (q ′(x ),P ′r ∪ {Γ ` r ′(x )← r(x )}).

Proof The proof is immediate. 2

Lemma 4.2 Let B be a database, r(c) an atom, and (Γ ` q(x ),P) a query.

Then, B∪{r(x ) | B |= (Γ ` q(x ),P)} |= r(c) if and only if B |= (r ′(c),P ′r ∪ {Γ ` r ′(x )← r(x ) ∨ q(x )}).

Proof

B |= (r ′(c),P ′r ∪ {Γ ` r ′(x )← r(x ) ∨ q(x )})
⇐⇒ B |= (r(c),P ′r ) or B |= (q(c),P ′r ) (only def. of r ′)
⇐⇒ B |= r(c) or B |= (q(c),P)
⇐⇒ B |= r(c) or r(c) ∈ {r(x ) | B |= (q(x ),P)}
⇐⇒ B ∪ {r(x ) | B |= (q(x ),P)} |= r(c)

2

Lemma 4.3 Let B be a database, (q ,P) a condition, (Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q) a

query, and S the statement ∀y , x , z ((Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q) → +y [m@x →→ z ]).

Then, [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P) if and only if B |= wp(S , (q ,P)).
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Proof

B |= wp(S , (q ,P))

⇐⇒ B |= (q ′,Q ∪ P ′m/k@c∪
{Γ ` y [m ′@x →→ z ]← y [m@x →→ z ] ∨ p(y , x , z )})

⇐⇒ B ∪ {y [m ′@x →→ z ] | B |= (y [m@x →→ z ] ∨ p(y , x , z ),Q)} |=
(q ′,P ′m/k@c)

⇐⇒ B ∪ {y [m@x →→ z ] | B |= (y [m@x →→ z ] ∨ p(y , x , z ),Q)} |=
(q ′,P ′m/k@c ∪ {y [m ′@x →→ z ]← y [m@x →→ z ]})

⇐⇒ B ∪ {y [m@x →→ z ] | B |= (Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q)} |=
(q ′,P ′m/k@c ∪ {y [m ′@x →→ z ]← y [m@x →→ z ]})

⇐⇒ B ∪ {y [m@x →→ z ] | B |= (Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q)} |= (q ,P)
⇐⇒ [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P)

2

Lemma 4.4 Let B be a database, (q ,P) a condition, (Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q) a

query, and S the statement ∀y , x , z ((Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q) → −y [m@x →→ z ]).

Then, [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P) if and only if B |= wp(S , (q ,P)).

Proof Similar to the proof of lemma 4.3. 2

Lemma 4.5 Let B be a database, (q ,P) a condition, (Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q)
a query, and S the statement ∀y , x , z ((Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q) →!y [m@x → z ]).

Then, [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P) if and only if B |= wp(S , (q ,P)).

Proof

B |= wp(S , (q ,P))
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⇐⇒ B |= (q ′,Q ∪ P ′m/k@c∪
{Γ ` y [m ′@x → z ]←

(y [m@x → z ] ∧ ¬p(y , x , x ′)) ∨ p(y , x , z )})
⇐⇒ B ∪ {y [m ′@x → z ] |

B |= ((y [m@x → z ] ∧ ¬p(y , x , x ′)) ∨ p(y , x , z ),Q)}
|= (q ′,P ′m/k@c)

⇐⇒ B ∪ {y [m ′@x → z ] |
B |= ((y [m@x → z ] ∧ ¬p(y , x , x ′)) ∨ p(y , x , z ),Q)}

|= (q ′,P ′m/k@c)

⇐⇒ B ∪ {y [m ′@x → z ] | B |= (y [m@x → z ],Q)}
− {y [m ′@x → z ] | B |= (y [m@x → z ] ∧ p(y , x , x ′),Q)}
∪ {y [m ′@x → z ] | B |= (Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q)}

|= (q ′,P ′m/k@c)

⇐⇒ B − {y [m@x → z ] | B |= (y [m@x → z ] ∧ p(y , x , x ′),Q)}
∪ {y [m@x → z ] | B |= (Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q)}

|= (q ′,P ′m/k@c ∪ {y [m ′@x → z ]← y [m@x → z ]})
⇐⇒ B − {y [m@x → z ] | B |= (y [m@x → z ] ∧ p(y , x , x ′),Q)}

∪ {y [m@x → z ] | B |= (Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q)} |= (q ,P)
⇐⇒ [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P)

2

Lemma 4.6 Let B be a database, (q ,P) a condition, (Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q) a

query, and S the statement ∀y , x , z ((Γ ` p(y , x , z ),Q) → −y [m@x → z ]).

Then, [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P) if and only if B |= wp(S , (q ,P)).

Proof Similar to the proof of lemma 4.4. 2

Lemma 4.7 Let B be a database, (q ,P) a condition, and S the statement

∀xIy ((Γ ` p(x ),Q) → +y : c). Then, [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P) if and only if B |=
wp(S , (q ,P)).

Proof

B |= wp(S , (q ,P))
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⇐⇒ B |= (q ′,Q ∪ P ′c ∪ {{y : c} ` inst c′(y)←
inst c(y) ∨ (p(x ) ∧ y = f (x ))})

⇐⇒ B ∪ {inst c′(y) | B |= (inst c(y) ∨ (p(x ) ∧ y = f (x )),Q)} |=
(q ′,P ′c)

⇐⇒ B ∪ {inst c(y) | B |= (inst c(y) ∨ (p(x ) ∧ y = f (x )),Q)} |=
(q ′,P ′c ∪ {inst c′(x )← inst c(x )})

⇐⇒ B ∪ {inst c(o)|o ∈ O} |= (q ,P)
⇐⇒ [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P)

2

Lemma 4.8 Let B be a database, (q ,P) a condition, (Γ ` p(x ),Q) a query,

and S the statement ∀x ((Γ ` p(x ),Q) → −x : c), (q ,P) Then, [[S ]](B) |=
(q ,P) if and only if B |= wp(S , (q ,P)).

Proof

B |= wp(S , (q ,P))
⇐⇒ B |= (q ′,Q ∪ P ′c

∪ {{x : c} ` inst c′(x )← inst c(x ) ∧ ¬p(x )})
⇐⇒ B ∪ {inst c′(x ) | B |= (inst c(x ) ∧ ¬p(x ),Q)} |= (q ′,P ′c)
⇐⇒ B − {inst c(x ) | B |= (Γ ` p(x ),Q)} |=

(q ′,P ′c ∪ {inst c′(x )← inst c(x )})
⇐⇒ B − {inst c(x ) | B |= (Γ ` p(x ),Q)} |= (q ,P)
⇐⇒ [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P)

2

Lemma 4.9 Let B be a database, (q ,P) a condition, query, and S the se-

quential statement (S1 ; . . . ; Sn). Then, [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P) if and only if

B |= wp(S , (q ,P)).

Proof Assume inductively that, for every statement ((S1 ; . . . ; Si),

where 1 ≤ i < n, and query (q ′,P), we have B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Si), (q ′,P))
if and only if [[S1 ; . . . ; Si ]](B) |= (q ′,P). Then,

B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn), (q ,P))
⇐⇒ B |= wp((S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1),wp(Sn , (q ,P)))(definition of wp)

⇐⇒ [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1]](B) |= wp(Sn , (q ,P)) (induction hyp.)

⇐⇒ [[Sn ]]([[S1 ; . . . ; Sn−1]](B)) |= (q ,P) (induction hyp.)

⇐⇒ [[S1 ; . . . ; Sn ]](B) |= (q ,P) (definition of update)

⇐⇒ [[S ]](B) |= (q ,P)
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Lemmas 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, 4.6, 4.7, and 4.8 provide the base cases. 2

We are now in a position to prove that the condition transformer wp
actually produces a condition which is the weakest precondition with re-

spect to a particular update statement and condition. That is, wp(S , (q ,P))
produces a condition such that, if it is true before executing the statement

S , then the condition (q ,P) is guaranteed to be true afterwards.

Theorem 4.1 Let S be a statement, and (q ,P) a query. Then wp(S , (q ,P))
is the weakest precondition for [[S ]] and (q ,P).

Proof The result follows immediately from Lemmas 3.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5,

4.6, 4.7, 4.8, and 4.9. 2

For the sake of clarity of presentation in the following two examples

we will deal with formulas rather than programs since, in this case, they

are equivalent.

Example 4.6 Consider a constraint C which says every member of every

department must be an existing person - a kind of referential integrity

constraint to avoid dangling references. C is

{x : dept , y : emp} ` ∀x , y(x [members →→ y ]→ inst emp(y)

Now let S1 be the update that deletes all employees called john.

∀ x ({x : emp} ` x [name → john]→ −x : emp)

Thus we have:

wp(S1,C )

= {x : dept , y : emp} ` ∀x , y(x [members →→ y ]→
(inst emp(y) ∧ ¬y [name → john]))

≡ {x : dept , y : emp} ` ∀x , y((x [members →→ y ]→
inst emp(y)) ∧

(x [members →→ y ]→
¬y [name → john]))

≡ C ∧ {x : dept , y : emp} ` ∀x , y(x [members →→ y ]→
¬y [name → john])

2
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It should be clear from the previous example (and from examples in

previous chapters) that in many cases we can simplify the weakest pre-

condition because we can make the assumption that the integrity con-

straint C holds for the current database state.

Example 4.7 To illustrate the potential of these simplifications, consider

the same constraint C as for example 4.6. Now let S2 be the complex

update that deletes all employee objects with the name john and removes

them as members from any departments they may belong to.

∀ x ({x : emp} ` x [name → john]→ −x : emp);
∀ x , y({x : dept , y : emp} ` y [name → john]→ −x [members →→ y ])

Thus we have:

wp(S2,C )

= {x : dept , y : emp} `
∀x , y((x [members →→ y ] ∧ ¬y [name → john])→

(inst emp(y) ∧ ¬y [name → john]))
= C ∧ {x : dept , y : emp} `

∀x , y((x [members →→ y ] ∧ ¬y [name → john])→
¬y [name → john])

= C

Since we know that C hold in the current database state, we can simplify

this check to true, i.e., we know the update S2 is safe with respect to the

constraint C and thus we do not need to check anything before or after

performing S2. 2

4.5 Related Work

Most attempts to deal with integrity constraints in a deductive object-

oriented setting involve simply applying existing techniques for relational

or deductive databases to restricted aspects of the deductive object-oriented

data model. For example, Benzaken and Doucet’s early work [BD92, BD93],

which applies existing integrity constraint simplification methods for re-

lational databases to an object-oriented data model, suffers because the
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restrictions they apply to their data model effectively removes its object-

oriented and deductive features. More recently, in [BD95, BS97] they adopt

an approach similar to Sheard and Stemple in [SS89]. They use a predi-

cate transformer based technique in combination with a tableaux theo-

rem prover in order to prove transaction safety. However, their predicate

transformer is not exact, so it does not produce strongest postconditions.

This means that they are really performing a kind of abstract interpreta-

tion which may conservatively determine a transaction to be unsafe when

it is, in fact, safe.

Bertino et al. [BCB97] extend the method by Lloyd et al. [LST87] from

Datalog to what they call “Chimera Extended Datalog”. Their approach in-

volves providing a translation from the Chimera deductive object-oriented

model into their extended datalog model. In this aspect, their approach

is similar to ours. However, their integrity constraint checking method

deals only with simple tuple insertion and deletion rather than the more

expressively powerful update programs we deal with.

Jagadish and Qian [JQ92] describe a method that associates a simpli-

fied constraint with the classes over whose objects the constraint ranges.

This means when an object is updated, only the constraints associated

with that class need to be checked, and only for that object. However,

it is likely that a complex update will update objects from several classes

at a time and that these classes will be related by integrity constraints.

Thus there is the danger that the same constraint will be evaluated sev-

eral times.

Jeusfeld et al. [JJ91, JK90] reduce the problem to the deductive database

case by providing a mapping from their deductive object-oriented lan-

guage level to the deductive database level. They then use well known

integrity checking techniques for deductive databases [BDM88] which re-

sults in a loss of information and therefore less efficient checking routines.

Their work attempts to compensate for this lost information to regain the

efficiency of the original deductive technique. However, since they do not

deal with an update language, just a set of inserted and deleted facts, they

are unable to recognise simplifications that are possible because of the

form of the original update program. For example, when the same set of

facts are inserted into two relations for which referential integrity must be

maintained. On the other hand, their data model is more expressive than
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ours and they allow (limited) constraints and updates on the database

schema.

We believe our approach is promising since it deals directly with up-

date programs and can therefore make use of the semantics implicit in

them. In an object-oriented environment, these programs are likely to be

in the form of methods and thus stored, managed by and available to the

DBMS.

4.6 Summary

The object model framework provides an expressive mechanism for mod-

elling and representing information about the world. Gulog is an attempt

to provide a sound mathematical foundation for reasoning about object-

based databases. It addresses concepts such as object identity, methods,

and overriding as well as retaining concepts and strengths from relational

and deductive databases.

In this chapter we introduced an update language, including object

creation, for a deductive object-oriented data model based on Gulog. Fur-

thermore, we defined the predicate transformer wp for updates in this lan-

guage and proved that it generates the weakest precondition for a given

update and constraint. The condition generated by the predicate trans-

former can be used to check for transaction safety before the update is

performed.

In the following chapter we investigate the problem of simplifying the

weakest precondition given that the current database state already satis-

fies the integrity constraints.
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Chapter 5

Simplifying the Safety

Condition

5.1 Introduction

Until now the focus has been on transaction safety. In the previous chap-

ters we have shown how to check transaction safety, ensuring that roll-

backs need not be performed due to integrity constraint violation. We

now address the larger goal of reducing or eliminating the complexity and

expense of the safety check. To do this we follow the well established

principle of efficient integrity constraint checking that optimisations can

be made by observing that we know the constraints hold in the initial

database state. That is we examine how to simplify wp(U ,C ) given that

C already holds in the initial database state.

Hence, when we talk of a simpler condition, we have the goal of re-

ducing to a minimum the amount of work required to enforce transaction

safety. So, when we have two conditions that are syntactically related, as is

the case in the simplifications we consider below, we can clearly say one

condition is simpler than another if the former has fewer distinct con-

juncts than the latter. That is, if P and Q are sentences, then P is simpler

than P ∧Q since cost(P ∧Q) = cost(P) + cost(Q).

The structure of this chapter is as follows. In section 5.2 we exam-

ine some examples of typical integrity constraints, update statements and

their associated safety conditions. We show how to find simpler safety

conditions, then present results for more general forms of integrity con-
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straints and update statements. In section 5.3 we examine an alternative

approach to generating simple safety conditions based on the generation

of meta-rules that capture the changes to the intensional database with

respect to an update statement. In section 5.4 we describe formally the

general problem of integrity constraint simplification and discuss some

open problems, tradeoffs and limits on what can be achieved. Finally,

section 5.5 summarises the results presented in this chapter.

5.2 Direct Simplification

Beginning with some simple examples to get a feel for the method, we

then move on to more complex examples illustrating the limitations of

others’ work and the generality and power of our approach. Note that the

simple examples are included to illustrate the completeness of our ap-

proach and are not meant to indicate that other methods cannot handle

them nor that they might not be a more straightforward approach in that

particular instance.

We begin this chapter using the deductive data model given in Chap-

ter 3. However, for first-order constraints, we omit the empty programs

and use the simpler syntax of Chapter 2. We adopt the convention that

constants not enclosed in quotes, such as a in example 5.1, represent pa-

rameters that will be known at runtime. Also to simplify presentation, we

omit extraneous attributes.

Example 5.1 Consider a simple not-NULL constraint and the insertion of

a single tuple.

Let Cp be a constraint and U (a) a parameterised update defined as

follows:

Cp = ∀x (p(x )→ x 6= NULL)
U (a) = ∀x (x = a → +p(x ))

Then we apply the wp transformation and simplify as follows:

wp(U (a),Cp) = ∀x ((p(x ) ∨ x = a)→ x 6= NULL)
≡ ∀x (x = a → x 6= NULL)
= a 6= NULL

since Cp holds in the initial database state.
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This result is exactly as expected; assuming that the integrity constraints

hold before performing the update, then only the tuple being inserted

needs to be checked. 2

Example 5.2 Consider two attributes in different relations, P and Q , gov-

erned by a not-NULL constraint. The update copies some subset of Q ,

determined by the predicate r(x ), into P .

Let Cp and Cq be constraints and U an update defined as follows:

Cp = ∀x (p(x )→ x 6= NULL)
Cq = ∀x (q(x )→ x 6= NULL)
U = ∀x (q(x ) ∧ r(x )→ +p(x ))

Then we apply the wp transformation and simplify as follows:

wp(U ,Cp) = ∀x ((p(x ) ∨ (q(x ) ∧ r(x )))→ x 6= NULL)
≡ ∀x ((q(x ) ∧ r(x ))→ x 6= NULL)

which is subsumed by Cq so can be further simplified to true. 2

Here we see an example where knowledge of the source of the tuples to

be inserted into P can be utilised to avoid unnecessary checking. Integrity

constraint checking methods, such as those described by Nicolas [Nic82]

and Hsu and Imielinski [HI85], that operate simply on the deltas (the ma-

terialised sets of tuples to be added to and deleted from the database),

would still need to check that each inserted tuple was not-NULL.

Example 5.3 Consider again the previous example, but for some condi-

tion Φ(x ) that is much more complex and expensive to check than not-

NULL.

Let C ′
p and C ′

q be constraints and U an update defined as follows:

C ′
p = ∀x (p(x )→ Φ(x ))

C ′
q = ∀x (q(x )→ Φ(x ))

U = ∀x (q(x ) ∧ r(x )→ +p(x ))

Then we apply the wp transformation and simplify as follows:

wp(U ,C ′
p) = ∀x ((p(x ) ∨ (q(x ) ∧ r(x )))→ Φ(x ))
≡ ∀x ((q(x ) ∧ r(x ))→ Φ(x ))

which is subsumed by C ′
q so can be further simplified to true. 2
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Clearly there is a potentially large efficiency gain here in avoiding the

check of Φ(x ) entirely when compared again to Nicolas’s and Hsu and

Imielinski’s methods These would need to check Φ(a) for every tuple a
inserted into P (i.e., every tuple satisfying q(x ) ∧ r(x )).

Example 5.4 Consider a simple referential integrity constraint and the in-

sertion of a set of tuples.

Let Cpq be a constraint and U an update defined as follows:

Cpq = ∀x (p(x )→ q(x ))
U = ∀x (r(x )→ +p(x ))

Then we apply the wp transformation and simplify as follows:

wp(U ,Cpq) = ∀x ((p(x ) ∨ r(x ))→ q(x ))
= Cpq ∧ ∀x (r(x )→ q(x ))
≡ ∀x (r(x )→ q(x ))

since Cpq holds in the initial database state. 2

Similarly to example 5.1, we see that it is only necessary to check ref-

erential integrity for the newly inserted tuples.

While the previous examples were straightforward, we now examine

an example where the preservation of the knowledge of the source of the

tuples to be inserted allows much greater simplification.

Example 5.5 Let Cpq be the constraint from the previous example, and

Crq a constraint and U an update defined as follows:

Crq = ∀x (r(x )→ q(x ))
U = ∀x (r(x )→ +p(x ))

Then we apply the wp transformation and rewrite as follows:

wp(U ,Cpq) = ∀x ((p(x ) ∨ r(x ))→ q(x ))
= Cpq ∧ Crq

which can be simplified to true. 2

Again, methods based on deltas cannot perform this kind of simpli-

fication since they do not retain the knowledge that the tuples being in-

serted into P come from R which we already know satisfies the referential

integrity constraint.
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We now formalise these examples to obtain some general results about

the possibility of simplifying the weakest precondition wp(U ,C ) given

that C holds in the current database state.

Lemma 5.1 Let B be a database, Di a disjunction of literals li ,j possibly

containing an existential quantifier whose scope is the disjunction, H a

first-order constraint of the form ∀x (D1 ∧ · · · ∧ Dn), and S a statement.

Suppose that the constraint H is true in B and that the predicate corre-

sponding to some relation that S inserts into (resp., deletes from) occurs

negatively (resp., positively) in H . Then there exists a formula wp ′, simpler

than wp(S ,H ), such that wp ′ is true in B if and only if wp(S ,H ) is true in B .

Proof For simplicity of presentation and without loss of generality,

we assume S is a single insert or delete statement and that the updated

predicate appears only once in the constraint H . We can assume a single

update statement since, if G is simpler than wp(S ,H ), then wp(S ′,G) is

simpler than wp(S ′,wp(S ,H )). If the updated predicate occurs more than

once in the constraint, then that only offers further opportunity for sim-

plification, since we can simplify one occurrence at a time.

Let S be the statement ∀x ′ (r(x ′) → +p(x ′)), and lij be ¬p(u). Then,

assuming B |= H

wp(S ,H )
= ∀x (D1 ∧ · · · ∧Di−1 ∧Di+1 ∧ · · · ∧Dn ∧

∃y (li1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬(p(u) ∨ r(u)) ∨ · · · ∨ li ,ki ))

≡ ∀x (D1 ∧ · · · ∧Di−1 ∧Di+1 ∧ · · · ∧Dn ∧
∃y (li1 ∨ · · · ∨ (¬p(u) ∧ ¬r(u)) ∨ · · · ∨ li ,ki ))

≡ ∀x (D1 ∧ · · · ∧Dn ∧
∃y (li1 ∨ · · · ∨ lij−1 ∨ ¬r(u) ∨ lij+1 ∨ · · · ∨ li ,ki ))

≡ H ∧ ∀x∃y (li1 ∨ · · · ∨ lij−1 ∨ ¬r(u) ∨ lij+1 ∨ · · · ∨ li ,ki )

≡ ∀x∃y (r(u)→ li1 ∨ · · · ∨ lij−1 ∨ lij+1 ∨ · · · ∨ li ,ki )
(since, by assumption, B |= H )

This last formula is simpler to check than wp(S ,H ) because it consists of

only one of the n conjuncts in wp(S ,H ). The case for deletion is similar.

2

Both referential integrity constraints and functional dependencies can
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be expressed as constraints in the form required by Lemma 5.1. Hence

they can be simplified in this manner.

Also, depending on the form of S and H , greater simplifications than

Lemma 5.1 suggests may be possible, as the following example illustrates.

Example 5.6 Let H be a constraint and S a statement defined as follows:

H = ∀x (p(x )→ q(x ))
S = ∀x (r(x )→ +p(x )) ; ∀x (r(x )→ +q(x ))

Then,

wp(S ,H ) = ∀x (p(x ) ∨ r(x )→ q(x ) ∨ r(x ))
≡ ∀x (p(x )→ (q(x ) ∨ r(x ))) ∧
∀x (r(x )→ (q(x ) ∨ r(x )))

≡ ∀x (p(x )→ (q(x ) ∨ r(x )))
≡ true

given that H is true in B . Thus S may be performed safely without check-

ing wp(S ,H ) at all. 2

It is worth noting that for this example, the methods described in [Nic82],

[LST87], and [BDM88] would all require checks equivalent to

∀x (r(x )→ q(x ))

whereas our approach requires no checking at all.

Under certain circumstances, notably when inserting and deleting facts,

we may also simplify the weakest precondition when the constraint con-

tains an existential quantifier following the outermost universal quanti-

fier.

Example 5.7 (See [MH89, p. 58].) Let H be a constraint and S a statement

defined as follows:

H = ∀x∃y (p(x )→ q(x , y))
S = −q(a, b)

Then,
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wp(S ,H ) = ∀x∃y (p(x )→ q(x , y) ∧ x , y 6= a, b)
≡ ∀x∃y (x 6= a → (p(x )→ q(x , y) ∧ x , y 6= a, b)) ∧
∀x∃y (x = a → (p(x )→ q(x , y) ∧ x , y 6= a, b))

≡ ∀x∃y (x 6= a → (p(x )→ q(x , y)))∧
∃y (p(a)→ q(a, y) ∧ y 6= b)

≡ ∀x∃y (p(x )→ q(x , y))∧
∃y (p(a)→ q(a, y) ∧ y 6= b)

≡ H ∧ ∃y (p(a)→ q(a, y) ∧ y 6= b)
≡ ∃y (p(a)→ q(a, y) ∧ y 6= b)

given that H is true in B . 2

Furthermore, because we treat updates as a whole, we can also sim-

plify some constraints whose outermost quantifier is existential.

Example 5.8 Let H be a constraint and S a statement defined as follows:

H = ∃x p(x )
S = −p(a) ; +p(c)

Then,
wp(S ,H ) = ∃x (p(x ) ∧ ¬(x = a)) ∨ x = c

≡ ∃x (p(x ) ∧ ¬(x = a)) ∨ ∃x x = c
≡ ∃x (p(x ) ∧ ¬(x = a)) ∨ true
≡ true

given that H is true in B . 2

This example illustrates one instance of how our approach does not

suffer from treating an update as a delete followed by an insert. Again,

delta based methods need to treat update as a primitive operation and

thus introduce extra complexity into the checking and simplification pro-

cess [JJ91], or they treat updates as deletes followed by inserts and suf-

fer because they cannot associate the subsequently inserted tuples with

those that were deleted.

Lemma 5.2 Let B be a database, Di a disjunction of literals li ,j , H a first-

order constraint of the form ∀x (D1 ∧ · · · ∧Dn), and S a statement. Suppose

that the constraint H is true in B and that S affects negatively a literal li ,j
and positively a literal li ,j+1. Then there exists a formula wp ′, simpler than

wp(S ,H ), such that wp ′ is true in B if and only if wp(S ,H ) is true in B .
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Proof For simplicity of presentation, we assume S is a sequence of

only two simple statements and that the updated predicates appear only

once each in the constraint H . Let S be the statement

∀x (r(x )→ +p(x )) ; ∀x (s(x )→ +q(x )),

where s does not depend on p, li ,j be ¬p(u), and li ,j+1 be q(v). Then,

wp(S ,H )
= ∀x (D1 ∧ · · · ∧Di−1 ∧Di+1 ∧ · · · ∧Dn∧

(li ,1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬(p(u) ∨ r(u)) ∨ (q(v) ∨ s(v)) ∨ · · · ∨ li ,ki ))
≡ ∀x (D1 ∧ · · · ∧Di−1 ∧Di+1 ∧ · · · ∧Dn∧

(li ,1 ∨ · · · ∨ (¬p(u) ∧ ¬r(u)) ∨ q(v) ∨ s(v) ∨ · · · ∨ li ,ki ))
≡ ∀x (D1 ∧ · · · ∧Di−1 ∧Di+1 ∧ · · · ∧Dn∧

((Di ∨ s(v)) ∧ (li ,1 ∨ · · · ∨ ¬r(u) ∨ q(v) ∨ s(v) ∨ · · · ∨ li ,ki )))
≡ ∀x (D1 ∧ · · · ∧Di−1 ∧Di+1 ∧ · · · ∧Dn∧

Di ∧ (r(u)→ (li ,1 ∨ · · · ∨ q(v) ∨ s(v) ∨ · · · ∨ li ,ki )))
(since B |= ∀x Di )

≡ H ∧ ∀x (li ,1 ∨ · · · ∨ li ,j−1 ∨ li ,j+1 ∨ · · · ∨ li ,ki ∨ ¬r(u) ∨ s(v))
≡ ∀x (r(u)→ (s(v) ∨ li ,1 ∨ · · · ∨ li ,j−1 ∨ li ,j+1 ∨ · · · ∨ li ,ki )

(since B |= H )

Again, it is straightforward to extend this to constraints containing the

updated predicate more than once and updates consisting of more than a

single statement. 2

Lemma 5.2 is an important simplification not offered by most other

integrity constraint simplification methods since it takes account of the

consequences of an update sequence. For example, if we also know that

∀x (r(x ) → s(x )), then we could further simplify the above to true. This

would be the case if R ≡ S .

Of course, it is not always possible to simplify wp(S ,H ) as the follow-

ing example illustrates.

Example 5.9 Let H be a constraint and S a statement defined as follows:

H = ∃x p(x )
S = −p(a)

Then,

wp(S ,H ) = ∃x (p(x ) ∧ x 6= a)
which cannot be simplified and must thus always be checked. 2
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Note that this inability to simplify is not a limitation of our approach,

but rather an inherent property of certain constraints; there is no method

which could avoid making this check.

At present, we are unable to completely characterise the conditions

under which a constraint is simplifiable with respect to an update us-

ing this direct approach. However, we have identified certain important

classes of integrity constraints which we can simplify, including those con-

straints expressing referential integrity and functional dependencies, as

demonstrated in lemmas 5.1 and 5.2.

5.3 Simplification by Update Propagation

So far, this chapter has examined a direct approach to simplifying the con-

dition wp(S ,H ) for what are essentially first-order constraints. Work on

integrity constraint checking for the deductive database system EKS built

at ECRC adopted a different approach [Bay92]. Specifically, it focused on

the propagation of incremental changes to the intensional database de-

fined by the database and its associated rules.

This method captured the exact incremental change to the intension

database by means of a set of meta-rules generated from the rule base,

and the set of tuples corresponding to a particular update’s deltas.

For consistency with their approach we adopt the convention that con-

straints are expressed in the negative, as rules of the form:

inconsistent ← ¬C ,

Then, if the fact inconsistent is added to the intensional database, we can

conclude that the integrity constraints have been violated by the update.

The drawbacks of their approach centre around the need to evaluate some

terms of the transformed rules with respect to the old database state and

other terms with respect to the new database state.

In the following we show how to augment their technique with our

weakest precondition transformation, to produce transformed rules which

need only be evaluated with respect to the old database state.
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5.3.1 Deductive Databases

We begin with a brief overview of the results presented by Bayer in [Bay92]

then present our extensions which allow for a more complex update lan-

guage and for the transformed rules to be evaluated solely with respect to

the initial database state.

In the following, we assume a database rule has the form:

A← L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln

The meta-rules for induced additions of A are:

• for each positive literal Li :

add(A)← add(Li) ∧ new(L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Li−1 ∧ Li+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln).

• and for each negative literal ¬Li :

add(A)← del(Li) ∧ new(L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Li−1 ∧ Li+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln).

where new(Li) indicates that Li must be evaluated in the updated database.

For induced deletions it is slightly more complicated. It is not enough

that a derivation path to a virtual fact be deleted, we must ensure that no

other derivation paths exist.

The meta-rules for induced deletions of A are:

• for each positive literal Li :

del(A)← del(Li) ∧ old(L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Li−1 ∧ Li+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln) ∧ ¬new(A).

• and for each negative literal ¬Li :

del(A)← add(Li) ∧ old(L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Li−1 ∧ Li+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln) ∧ ¬new(A).

In addition, for every tuple p(a) added to a base relation P , there is

the associated base fact add(p(a)), and for every tuple p(a) deleted from

a base relation P , there is the associated base fact del(p(a)). These cor-

respond to the positive and negative deltas usually considered to char-

acterise an update for the purposes of integrity constraint checking. So,

naturally, the same tuple cannot be both added to and deleted from a base

relation.

This is the essence (ignoring the “bottom-up propagation” evaluation

method) of the technique described in [Bay92].
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Example 5.10 Given the following program

inconsistent ←
p(X ) ∧ ¬q(X ).

q(X )← r(X ,Y ).

we would generate the following meta-rules

add(inconsistent)←
add(p(X )) ∧ ¬new(q(X )).

add(inconsistent)←
del(q(X )) ∧ new(p(X )).

add(q(X ))←
add(r(X ,Y )).

del(inconsistent)←
del(p(X )) ∧ ¬old(q(X )) ∧ ¬new(inconsistent).

del(inconsistent)←
add(q(X )) ∧ old(p(X )) ∧ ¬new(inconsistent).

del(q(X ))←
del(r(X ,Y )) ∧ ¬new(q(X )).

2

To eliminate the meta-predicate new from the above meta-rules, we

make use of the weakest precondition predicate transformer wp described

in chapter 3.

In the above transformation, the set of generated meta-rules were es-

sentially independent of the update, since it was implicit in the old/new

distinction and the set of add/1, del/1 base facts. In eliminating the meta-

predicate new through the use of the predicate transformer, the meta-

rules become specific to a particular update. Thus we need to encode

this information explicitly. We do this by adding (a representation of) the

update as an extra argument to the meta-rules.

Now, for every rule of the form:

A← L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln

we generate:

• add(U ,A)← add(U ,Li) ∧ wp(U ,L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Li−1 ∧ Li+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln).
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• del(U ,A)← del(U ,Li)∧L1∧· · ·∧Li−1∧Li+1∧· · ·∧Ln ∧¬wp(U ,A).

for positive literals Li , and

• add(U ,A)← del(U ,Li) ∧ wp(U ,L1 ∧ · · · ∧ Li−1 ∧ Li+1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ln).

• del(U ,A)← add(U ,Li)∧L1∧· · ·∧Li−1∧Li+1∧· · ·∧Ln ∧¬wp(U ,A).

for negative literals ¬Li .

In addition, for every base relation A we generate the rules:

add(U ,A)← wp(U ,A) ∧ ¬A.

del(U ,A)← A ∧ ¬wp(U ,A).

Note that these meta-rules are dependent on the update language only

indirectly; through the predicate transformer wp. Since we have previ-

ously defined wp for an update language which allows a sequence of set-

oriented updates, so do these meta-rules now allow for our more expres-

sive update language.

Example 5.11 Given the same program as example 5.10

inconsistent ← p(X ) ∧ ¬q(X ).
q(X )← r(X ,Y ).

we would generate the following meta-rules

add(U , inconsistent)← add(p(X )) ∧ ¬wp(U , q(X )).
add(U , inconsistent)← del(q(X )) ∧ wp(U , p(X )).
add(U , q(X ))← add(U , r(X ,Y )).
del(U , inconsistent)← del(p(X )) ∧ ¬q(X ) ∧ ¬wp(U , inconsistent).
del(U , inconsistent)← add(q(X )) ∧ p(X ) ∧ ¬wp(U , inconsistent).

del(U , q(X ))← del(U , r(X ,Y )) ∧ ¬wp(U , q(X )).
add(U , p(X ))← wp(U , p(X )) ∧ ¬p(X ).
del(U , p(X ))← p(X ) ∧ ¬wp(U , p(X )).
add(U , r(X ,Y ))← wp(U , r(X ,Y )) ∧ ¬r(X ,Y ).
del(U , r(X ,Y ))← r(X ,Y ) ∧ ¬wp(U , r(X ,Y )).

These meta-rules are much more useful than those of example 5.10 since

they can be evaluated with respect to just the initial state rather than re-

quiring both the initial and updated states. 2
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We now revisit the two lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 from section 5.2.

Lemma 5.3 Let B be a database, Di a disjunction of literals li ,j possibly

containing an existential quantifier whose scope is the disjunction, H a

first-order constraint of the form ∀x (D1 ∧ · · · ∧ Dn), and S a statement.

Suppose that the constraint H is true in B and that the predicate corre-

sponding to some relation that S inserts into (resp., deletes from) occurs

negatively (resp., positively) in H . Then there exists a formula wp ′, simpler

than wp(S ,H ), such that wp ′ is true in B if and only if wp(S ,H ) is true in B .

Proof Let li ,j be the term p(s) and S be the update ∀x (r(x )→ +p(x ))
which we write, Prolog-style, as the single element list: [ins(p(x ), r(x ))].
Then the constraint would be expressed in clausal form as follows:

inconsistent ← ¬D1.
...

inconsistent ← ¬li ,1 ∧ · · · ∧ p(s) ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,ki .
...

inconsistent ← ¬Dn .

and the update S would give us the propagation meta-rule

add([ins(p(x ), r(x ))], p(x ))← r(x ).

Applying the transformation given above results in the following meta-

rules

add(U , inconsistent)←
add(U ,¬D1).

...
add(U , inconsistent)←

add(U , p(s)) ∧
wp(U ,¬li ,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,j−i ∧ ¬li ,j+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,ki ).

...
add(U , inconsistent)←

add(U ,¬Dn).

This can be simplified (via straightforward unfolding) to

add([ins(p(x ), r(x ))], inconsistent)←
r(s) ∧ ¬li ,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,j−i ∧
¬li ,j+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,ki .
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(assuming that p(x ) does not occur in Dj , i 6= j .)

Then, wp ′ is

r(s) ∧ ¬li ,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,j−i ∧ ¬li ,j+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,ki

which is simpler than wp(U ,C ). 2

This is an equivalent result to that obtained in lemma 5.1.

Lemma 5.4 Let B be a database, Di a disjunction of literals li ,j , H a first-

order constraint of the form ∀x (D1 ∧ · · · ∧Dn), and S a statement. Suppose

that the constraint H is true in B and that S affects negatively a literal li ,j
and positively a literal li ,j+1. Then there exists a formula wp ′, simpler than

wp(S ,H ), such that wp ′ is true in B if and only if wp(S ,H ) is true in B .

Proof Let S be the statement

∀x (r(x )→ +p(x )) ; ∀x (s(x )→ +q(x )),

where s does not depend on p, li ,j be ¬p(u), and li ,j+1 be q(v). Again, we

write the statement S as the Prolog term: [ins(p(x ), r(x )), ins(q(x ), s(x ))].
Then the constraint would be expressed in clausal form as follows:

inconsistent ← ¬D1.
...

inconsistent ← ¬li ,1 ∧ · · · ∧ p(u) ∧ ¬q(v) ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,ki .
...

inconsistent ← ¬Dn .

and the update S would give us the propagation meta-rules

add([ins(p(x ), r(x )), ins(q(x ), s(x ))], p(x )) ← r(x ).
add([ins(p(x ), r(x )), ins(q(x ), s(x ))], q(x )) ← s(x ).

Applying the propagation transformation results in the following meta-

rules

add(U , inconsistent) ← add(U ,¬D1).
...

add(U , inconsistent) ←
add(U , p(s)) ∧ wp(U ,¬li ,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,j−i ∧ ¬li ,j+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,ki ).

add(U , inconsistent) ←
del(U , q(s)) ∧ wp(U ,¬li ,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,j ∧ ¬li ,j+2 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,ki ).

...
add(U , inconsistent) ← add(U ,¬Dn).
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Then,

wp ′ = add([ins(p(x ), r(x )), ins(q(x ), s(x ))], inconsistent)
≡ r(s) ∧ wp(U ,¬li ,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,j−i ∧ ¬li ,j+1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,ki ).
≡ r(s) ∧ ¬li ,1 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,j−i ∧ ¬q(v) ∧ ¬s(v) ∧

¬li ,j+2 ∧ · · · ∧ ¬li ,ki .

2

This is an equivalent result to that obtained in lemma 5.2.

Less than 100 lines of simple (uncommented) Prolog code (see Ap-

pendix B) is needed to implement the wp and update propagation trans-

formations and runs quickly enough for interactive use; more than suffi-

cient for a compile-time transformation. The resulting tests, after straight-

forward constant propagation and similar standard optimisations, effec-

tively factor in the assumption that C already holds in B1.

5.3.2 Deductive Object-Oriented Databases

Turning our attention to the interesting problem of adapting this method

to Gulog, we immediately encounter the problem of overriding.

Consider the following program:

Schema:

student < person.

person[p ⇒ any ].
person[q ⇒ any ].
{X : person,Y : any} `

X [r → Y ]← X [p → Y ].
{X : student ,Y : any} `

X [r → Y ]← X [q → Y ].

Extension:

john : student .
jane : student .
john[p → a].
jane[p → a].
jane[q → b].

Gulog’s overriding semantics mean that john[r → a] and jane[r → b]
are the only answers to the query {X : student ,Y : any} ` X [r → Y ].
The atom jane[r → a] is not an answer because the rule for students has

an answer for jane and thus overrides the rule for persons.

Deleting the fact jane[q → b] not only induces the deletion of jane[r →
b], but also induces the addition of jane[r → a]. This is because the rule for

1However, see 5.4 for further information about this. Propagation does not do every-
thing. There is still a place for Semantic Query Optimisation [CGM90].
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students applied to jane no longer supplies an answer and thus no longer

overrides the rule for persons.

When overriding is involved like this, there are three ways an addition

can be induced. (We ignore object creation and destruction for the mo-

ment.) Firstly, it can be induced directly by an addition in the body of the

rule from the most specific subclass. (By most specific subclass we mean

the subclass lowest in the hierarchy in which code defining the method

exists.) Secondly, it can be induced directly by an addition in the body

of a rule from some other class which is not overridden by a more spe-

cific subclass. Thirdly, as illustrated above, it can be induced by a deletion

which causes a rule in a more specific subclass to no longer override a rule

in a less specific subclass.

This fact can be most clearly understood by considering the transla-

tion of a Gulog program into its Datalog equivalent as described by Dob-

bie and Topor in [DT94].

Consider the following Gulog program:

c1 < c2.

c2[m ⇒ any ].
{X : c2,Y : any} `

X [m → Y ]← q(X ,Y ).
{X : c1,Y : any} `

X [m → Y ]← r(X ,Y ).

The essentials of a translation to Datalog are as follows:

m c2(X ,Y )←
isa c2(X ) ∧ q(X ,Y ) ∧ ¬emc1(X ).

m c2(X ,Y )←
isa c1(X ) ∧ r(X ,Y ).

emc2(X )←
isa c2(X ) ∧ q(X ,Y ).

emc1(X )←
isa c1(X ) ∧ r(X ,Y ).

That is, we replace every Gulog method-term m/k@c′ with a corre-

sponding predicate m c of arity k + 1 where c is the most general super-

class of c defining a method m of arity k , the first argument is the object

on which the method is invoked, and the remaining k arguments corre-

spond to the original k arguments to the method. To capture the type in-

formation the predicate isa c′(X ) is inserted at the beginning of the clause
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body. (This effectively makes all clauses range-restricted.) In addition, we

append to the bodies the literals ¬emci (X ) for every subclass ci of c′.

Finally, for every clause that defines a method-term m/k@c we add

a clause defining emc/1 where the body is the same as that defining the

method m/k@c but with method terms substituted by their m c/k + 1
equivalents and again with the term isa c(X ) inserted.

The em clauses are used to capture the overriding semantics. That is,

emc(o) is true if there is a possible answer for the method m applied to the

object o using just the definition of m from the class c. Thus, if emc(o) is

true, then there can be no answers for m applied to o derived from super-

classes of c.

Applying the translation from section 5.3.1 (again assuming, for clar-

ity, the update U performs no object creation or deletion), we generate

the meta-rules:

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
isa c2(X ) ∧ add(U , q(X ,Y )) ∧ ¬wp(U , emc1(X )).

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
isa c2(X ) ∧ del(U , emc1(X )) ∧ wp(U , q(X ,Y )).

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
isa c1(X ) ∧ add(U , r(X ,Y )).

del(U , emc2(X ))←
isa c2(X ) ∧ del(U , q(X ,Y )) ∧ ¬wp(U , emc2(X )).

del(U , emc1(X ))←
isa c1(X ) ∧ del(U , r(X ,Y )) ∧ ¬wp(U , emc1(X )).

Unfolding and simplifying these rules gives:

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
isa c2(X ) ∧ add(U , q(X ,Y )) ∧ ¬isa c1(X ).

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
isa c1(X ) ∧ add(U , q(X ,Y )) ∧ ¬wp(U , r(X ,Z )).

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
isa c1(X ) ∧ del(U , r(X ,Z1)) ∧ ¬wp(U , r(X ,Z2)).

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
isa c1(X ) ∧ add(U , r(X ,Y ))

Clearly, the three rules beginning with isa c1(X ) in the body corre-

spond to the three cases detailed on page 74.

Note that for the sake of clarity we have omitted the meta-rules that

would normally be generated for each of the base relations.
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Extending this to allow for updates which may perform object creation

or destruction, the translation from section 5.3.1 gives the following meta-

rules (before simplification):

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
isa c2(X ) ∧ add(U , q(X ,Y )) ∧ ¬wp(U , emc1(X )).

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
isa c2(X ) ∧ del(U , emc1(X )) ∧ wp(U , q(X ,Y )).

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
add(U , isa c2(X )) ∧ wp(U , q(X ,Y ) ∧ ¬emc2(X )).

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
isa c1(X ) ∧ add(U , r(X ,Y )).

add(U ,m(X ,Y ))←
add(U , isa c1(X )) ∧ wp(U , r(X ,Y )).

del(U , emc2(X ))←
isa c2(X ) ∧ del(U , q(X ,Y )) ∧ ¬wp(U , emc2(X )).

del(U , emc2(X ))←
del(U , isa c2(X )) ∧ q(X ,Y ) ∧ ¬wp(U , emc2(X )).

del(U , emc1(X ))←
isa c1(X ) ∧ del(U , r(X ,Y )) ∧ ¬wp(U , emc1(X )).

del(U , emc1(X ))←
del(U , isa c1(X )) ∧ r(X ,Y ) ∧ ¬wp(U , emc1(X )).

Thus, to apply our integrity constraint checking mechanism to Gulog

databases we first translate those methods relevant to the constraints into

their Datalog equivalent and then apply the update propagation transfor-

mation to the results.

5.4 Weakest Precondition Simplification Problem

We call the problem tackled in this chapter the Weakest Precondition Sim-

plification Problem (WPSP).

The general form of the WPSP can be stated as follows. Given a con-

straint (sentence) H , an update statement S , a cost function cost , and a

bound b such that b < cost(wp(S ,H )), does there exist a constraint C such

that cost(C ) ≤ b and wp(S ,H )
H≡ C . That is, does there exist a bounded-

cost constraint C such that the truth value of wp(S ,H ) is the same as the

truth value of C in all models of H .

Transaction Safety is a simpler problem than WPSP since, given H and

S as above, we only need to determine if wp(S ,H )
H≡ true.
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This statement of the WPSP immediately raises the question, what is

an appropriate choice for the cost function. There are several possibilities.

• Syntactic Complexity

This measure usually counts the number of terms in some normal

form of the queries. For example, p(x ) would be considered simpler

than p(x ) ∨ q(x ). Due to the structural similarity of the queries and

the nature of the transformers we use, this is arguably a reasonable

measure.

• Semantic Complexity

This is a fairly course grained measure. It distinguishes between, for

example, a query that requires a fixpoint computation (due to recur-

sion) and a (simpler) query that requires only joins. For example, see

Chandra and Harel’s work on query complexity [CH82] and Lawley’s

on update language complexity [Law92].

• Query Engine Relative

This is closely related to the cost functions traditionally used in Se-

mantic Query Optimisation. It may be some combination of the

above measures plus estimates based on the relative sizes of the ac-

tual database tables and may even take account of statistics from the

history of previous query execution times.

Ideally, one would like the cost function to be useful in guiding the

simplification process itself, but this is really only feasible for a syntactic

complexity cost function.

Theorem 5.1 Let H be a (first-order) statement and S a sentence as per

the the relational data model of chapter 2. Then, WPSP is co-recursively

enumerable (co-r.e.).

Proof To see that WPSP is at least co-r.e., imagine enumerating all for-

mulas simpler than wp(S ,H ) and testing, in parallel, each one for equiv-

alence with wp(S ,H ). Given that there are no function symbols, this enu-

meration will be finite. However, the equivalence test for first-order for-

mulas is co-r.e. and not recursive, thus giving a co-r.e. solution for WPSP.
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To show that WPSP is not recursive, we show that the subset of WPSP

instances corresponding to Transaction Safety are equivalent to deter-

mining unsatisfiability.

In order to show that satisfiability is not recursive, it is shown that,

given an instance of the Post correspondence problem (PCP) a formula P
can be constructed that encodes this instance. Given this encoding, we

show that an instance of WPSP can be constructed that also encodes the

PCP instance.

Let P be a formula encoding an instance of PCP and q be a predicate

not occurring in the encoding P . Let H and S be defined as follows:

H = q(a)
S = ∀ (P → −q(a))

Applying the weakest precondition transformation gives:

wp(S ,H ) = q(a) ∧ ¬P
= H ∧ ¬P

If we now let the bound b be cost(true), then this reduces WPSP to the

question of whether wp(S ,H ) is satisfiable in all models of H . Clearly,

wp(S ,H ) is satisfiable in all models of H if and only if P is not satisfiable

in any model of H . Since q does not occur in P , this is equivalent to deter-

mining unsatisfiability of P , which is co-r.e. and not recursive. 2

If we now consider a condition H and statement S as per the deductive

data model of chapter 3, we can argue that WPSP is still co-recursively

enumerable.

The argument is similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1: wp(S ,H ) can be

essentially an arbitrary condition and programs must be locally stratified

(thus having a unique perfect model), unsatisfiability is co-r.e. and WPSP

must also be co-r.e..

However, this argument also relies upon the ability to enumerate all

conditions G with cost(G) less than some bound b < wp(S ,H ). While

simple and practical syntactic cost functions are easily defined for first-

order queries, the same cannot be said for conditions in our deductive

data model due to the presence of recursion. It is difficult to say anything

more concrete about the decidability of WPSP in this case without a full
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treatment of cost functions for conditions involving recursion, which is

beyond the scope of this thesis.

On a more positive note, lemmas 5.1 and 5.2 show that for certain use-

ful and reasonably general forms of constraint and update there does exist

such a bounded-cost constraint for a syntactic cost function and a bound

approximately equal to cost(wp(S ,H )).

We now discuss the application of Semantic Query Optimisation to the

results of the weakest-precondition and propagation techniques.

Example 5.12 Consider the integrity constraint:

inconsistent ← c1 ∨ c2.

where c1 and c2 are defined by the following rules:

c1← p(x ) ∧ q(y) ∧ r(x , y).
c2← p(x ) ∧ q(y) ∧ s(x , y).

Let U be the update:

∀x , y ((p(x ) ∧ q(y) ∧ r(x , y) ∧ t(x , y))→ +s(x , y))

Applying the weakest precondition and update propagation transforma-

tions gives us the following rules:

add(inconsistent)← add(c1) ∨ add(c2).
add(c2)← p(x ) ∧ q(y) ∧ add(s(x , y)).
add(s(x , y))← p(x ) ∧ q(y) ∧ r(x , y) ∧ t(x , y).

The body of add(inconsistent) can be simplified to false but doing this

requires recognising that add(s(x , y)) must be false as a consequence of

c1 being false.

This example illustrates why the propagation method alone is not suf-

ficient to do all possible optimisations. In this case an unrelated con-

straint (c1) supplies knowledge about an update condition that poten-

tially affects another constraint (c2).

In general recognising these situations is a non-trivial task requiring

some form of theorem proving approach as taken by Sheard and Stem-

ple [SS88, SS89] and Benzaken and Schaefer [BS97]. 2
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Example 5.13 Consider the constraint requiring that the relation P be

non-empty. We write this constraint C as ∃x p(x ). Let U be the update

∀x (q(x )→ −p(x ))

Then, wp(U ,C ) is

∃x (p(x ) ∧ ¬q(x ))

Even though we know that C holds before performing U , we cannot

use this information to simplify wp(U ,C ) (unless q/1 is defined in terms

of p/1). 2

From these examples we can see that finding a simpler condition is

potentially as hard as the normal query optimisation problem.

Semantic Query Optimisation [CGM90] is a technique for using the se-

mantic information captured in integrity constraints to simplify the eval-

uation of database queries. It allows a simpler query to be evaluated if it

produces the same answers as the original query given that the integrity

constraints are satisfied by the database.

More precisely, given a constraint H , a cost function cost , a query Q ,

and a bound b such that b < cost(Q), Semantic Query Optimisation tech-

niques attempt to find another query C such that cost(C ) ≤ b and Q
H≡ C .

Since wp(S , (q ,P)) is a query, but is also syntactically similar to the

integrity constraint (q ,P), simplifying wp(S , (q ,P)) is a special case of

Semantic Query Optimisation. That is, by adopting the propagation ap-

proach we could take advantage of the syntactic similarity of wp(S , (q ,P))
to (q ,P), and then apply known Semantic Query Optimisation techniques

to the result (i.e., (del(q),P)).

To illustrate this, we briefly introduce some terminology and defini-

tions adapted from Godfrey et al. [GGM96].

Let (q ,P) be a query. Then q ′ is an unfolding of q with respect to P if

and only if

• q ′ = q ;

• q ′ = A1 ∧ · · · ∧ Ai−1 ∧ Bθ ∧ Ai+1 ∧ · · · ∧ An , where q ′′ = A1 ∧ · · · ∧
Ai−1 ∧Ai ∧Ai+1 ∧ · · · ∧An , q ′′ is an unfolding of q , and there is a rule

A← B in P for which Aθ = Aiθ and θ is an mgu.
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q ′ is a complete unfolding if q ′ consists solely of atoms referring to rela-

tions in the database, and not to rules in P .

Let q ′ be an unfolding of q with respect to P , and IC be the set of rules

defining the database integrity constraints. q ′ is a null-unfolding of q if

and only if P ∪ IC 6|= ∃q ′.

Example 5.14 Now consider example 5.12 above and the application of a

simple semantic query optimisation technique involving query unfolding

and the identification of null-unfoldings.

In this case, q is the query add(inconsistent) and IC is the set of rules:

← p(x ) ∧ q(y) ∧ r(x , y),
← p(x ) ∧ q(y) ∧ s(x , y)

The set of complete unfoldings of q contains one element:

p(x ) ∧ q(y) ∧ r(x , y) ∧ t(x , y)

which is clearly a null-unfolding and can be eliminated, leaving an empty

set of unfoldings. This indicates that the query add(inconsistent) has no

answers and the transaction is safe. 2

Results applicable to Semantic Query Optimisation, such as those of

Levy and Sagiv [LS95], are applicable to WPSP. Levy and Sagiv restrict

their work to first-order integrity constraints, showing that Semantic Query

Optimisation can be completely done for queries (in our case, weakest

preconditions) with certain restricted forms of recursive rules. However,

the presence of negation and order constraints in the recursive rules can

make the problem undecidable. In the case of deductive and especially

deductive object-oriented databases this is likely to be a common prob-

lem. Godfrey et al. [GGM96] allow for recursion not only in the query, but

also in the integrity constraints. However, they do not handle negation in

the integrity constraints and queries.

Obviously, as for Semantic Query Optimisation, the general case of

WPSP for databases and integrity constraints with both recursion and

negation is a large and difficult problem with much potential for future

work.
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5.5 Summary

This chapter has built on the results from previous chapters to show how

the weakest precondition can be simplified to produce a more efficient

test for transaction safety.

We have shown how to apply a simple syntactic transformation along

with the weakest precondition predicate transformer to the datalog trans-

formation of a Gulog program that results in a simple and efficient safety

condition. Combined with the meta-rule generation for update propa-

gation, this gives us a method for generating simple safety conditions to

enforce transaction safety which accounts for the database initially satis-

fying its integrity constraints.

Additionally, we have identified and given a formal statement of the

WPSP and given some general results relating to it. Notably, we have

proven that WPSP is co-r.e. and we have shown that certain common

cases of integrity constraints, even in very general forms can be directly

simplified. Also, we noted that the problem of simplifying wp(S ,H ) given

that H is true in B , is a special case of Semantic Query Optimisation [CGM90].
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Chapter 6

Extensions

In this chapter we describe four extensions and alternative applications

of the predicate transformer. These extensions are mostly unrelated, how-

ever they further demonstrate the power and usefulness of this technique.

Section 6.1 examines the problem of maintaining the integrity of an

object-oriented database’s schema by representing the schema and its as-

sociated integrity constraints explicitly in the database. Section 6.2 looks

at the subclass of dynamic constraints called transition constraints which

specify restrictions on updates that can be made to the database in terms

of the old and new database states. Section 6.3 addresses some limitations

of the update language we have considered so far and shows how to pro-

vide support for updates embedded in languages such as C. Finally, sec-

tion 6.4 investigates the application of transaction safety to the problem

of writing correct global updates for autonomous distributed databases.

6.1 Schema Constraints

Traditional integrity constraint checking focuses on updates to the data in

the database (the object-level). We would like to extend this to include up-

dates of the database schema as well (the meta-level). This is motivated

by two factors. Firstly, there is the natural aesthetic and economy to us-

ing a single mechanism for managing updates and constraints at both the

object and meta-levels. Secondly, it is common for modern databases,

and especially object-oriented databases to make the database schema

explicitly available as meta-data in a meta-schema.
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The key to achieving the unification of constraint checking at both the

object and meta-levels is the meta-schema; we must be able to repre-

sent the database schema at the object level, thus giving rise to a meta-

database. Having done this, the remainder is relatively straightforward.

Schema updates can be represented as updates to the meta-database, and

schema constraints as integrity constraints on the meta-database.

Once the schema and schema updates have been expressed at the ob-

ject level, we can apply any of the usual integrity checking methods, albeit

with one caveat. Integrity checking methods that are applied after per-

forming the relevant updates need to separate the implementation of the

actual schema update from the update of its representation in the meta-

database, otherwise the check may need to be evaluated with respect to a

database with an inconsistent schema. This may break the query evalu-

ation mechanism. However, integrity constraint checking methods such

as ours, which ensure transaction safety by performing the check before

carrying out the actual update, do not suffer from this restriction since

the check will always be evaluated with respect to the original consistent

schema.

In the following we present a (partial) meta-schema for Gulog and

some typical schema constraints.

Example 6.1 Let inh/2 be the base relation defining the class inheritance

hierarchy, and isa/2 be its transitive closure as defined by the program P :

{C ,S :class} ` isa(C ,S )← inh(C ,S ).
{C ,S , I :class} ` isa(C ,S )← inh(C , I ) ∧ isa(I ,S ).

The schema constraint restricting the class hierarchy to be acyclic would

then be (¬isa(C ,C ),P).

If U is the update +inh(emp, person), then the weakest precondition

wp(U , (¬isa(C ,C ),P)) is wp(U , (¬isa ′(C ,C ),P ′)) where P ′ is:

{C ,S :class} ` isa ′(C ,S )← isa(C ,S ).
{S :class} ` isa ′(emp,S )← isa(person,S ).
{C :class} ` isa ′(C , person)← isa(C , emp).
{C ,S :class} ` isa ′(C ,S )← isa(C , emp), isa(person,S ).

{C ,S :class} ` isa(C ,S )← inh(C ,S ).
{C ,S , I :class} ` isa(C ,S )← inh(C , I ), isa(I ,S ).
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Unfolding the constraint ({C :class} ` ¬isa ′(C ,C ),P ′) one level gives:

({C :class} `
¬isa(C ,C ) ∧ ¬isa(person, emp)∧
¬isa(person, emp) ∧ ¬(isa(C , emp) ∧ isa(person,C )),P ′)

This can then be simplified, assuming {C :class} ` (¬isa(C ,C ),P) is

true, to the simpler condition {C :class} ` (¬isa(person, emp),P).

Hence, for the generic update +inh(Class1,Class2), which adds the

declaration Class1 < Class2 to the schema, the safe version is

{C :class} ` ¬isa(Class2,Class1)→ +inh(Class1,Class2)

2

Example 6.1 illustrates how one can use the wp transformer to produce

safe schema updates from simple updates and schema constraints.

Example 6.2 Consider the constraints:

IC1 ≡ {O1,O2:object} ` ∀O1,O2 (O1[self → O2]⇒ O1 = O2)
IC2 ≡ {O :object ,C :class} ` ∀O ,C (O [self → O ]⇔ inst(O ,C ))

These require that an object’s self attribute refer to itself and that every

object that exists has such an attribute.

We can now write a method new which can be used to create objects

satisfying these constraints.

{O :object ,C :class} ` C [new → O ]← (+O :C ; !O [self → O ]).

If U is the update person[new → Oid ], then the weakest preconditions

wp(U , IC1) and wp(U , IC2) are:

{O1,O2:object} `
∀O1,O2 ( (O1[self → O2] ∨ (O1 = Oid ∧O2 = Oid))

⇒ O1 = O2 )
and

{O1,O2:object} `
∀O ,C ( (O [self → O ] ∨ (O = Oid))

⇔ (inst(O ,C ) ∨ (O = Oid ∧ C = person)) )
both of which simplify to true which indicates the update U is safe with

respect to these integrity constraints. 2
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The examples in this section illustrate how it is relatively straightfor-

ward to express simple schema integrity constraints and updates in terms

of a meta-schema and then to apply our integrity constraint technique to

generate safe updates if necessary

6.2 Dynamic Constraints

Using the wp transformer gives us a simple means to deal with certain

kinds of dynamic integrity constraints, namely those which can be spec-

ified in terms of the old and new database states. These are sometimes

called transition constraints.

To specify these dynamic integrity constraints we need to be able to

refer to relations in each of the old and new states. We introduce the fol-

lowing convention for doing so. Let q be a predicate symbol, then new :q
is new predicate symbol referring to q in the new database state. To il-

lustrate, let S be an update statement, and q(c) a ground atom, then B |=
(new :q(c),P) if and only if [[S ]](B) |= (q(c),P). Recalling the definition of a

weakest precondition and lemma 2.3, we see that (new :q(x ),P) is equiv-

alent to wp(S , (q(x ),P)). Hence, a dynamic integrity constraint can be

treated as a static integrity constraint parameterised by an update state-

ment (denoted here by S ).

Hence we should really write new(S ):q instead of new :q since it is pa-

rameterised by the update statement S . However, since the parameter is

the same for every usage of new :, we omit it.

Example 6.3 We would write the dynamic constraint “salaries may not

decrease” as follows:

∀Name,X ,Y ((sal(Name,X ) ∧ new :sal(Name,Y ))→ X ≤ Y )

where new :sal refers to the relation sal in the updated database. This dy-

namic constraint is equivalent to the parameterised constraint:

∀Name,X ,Y ((sal(Name,X ) ∧ wp(S , sal(Name,Y )))→ X ≤ Y )

where S is an update statement.

Given a specific update S (K ) such as

∀X ,Y ( (sal(’Jane’,X ) ∧Y is X + K )
→ (−sal(’Jane’,X ) ; +sal(’Jane’,Y )) )
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we can then expand the dynamic constraint as follows.

G(K )
= ∀ Name,X ,Y ((sal(Name,X ) ∧ wp(S , sal(Name,Y )))→

X ≤ Y )

≡ ∀ Name,X ,Y ((sal(Name,X ) ∧

((Name = ’Jane’ ∧Y is X + K ) ∨

(Name 6= ’Jane’ ∧Y = X )))→ X ≤ Y )

≡ ∀X (sal(’Jane’,X )→ X ≤ X + K )

≡ ∀X (sal(’Jane’,X )→ 0 ≤ K )

which refers only to the current database state and can now be used as

the safety condition for S (K ) to generate the conditional update G(K )→
S (K ) which expands to:

∀X ,Y (0 ≤ K ∧ (sal(’Jane’,X ) ∧Y is X + K )→
(−sal(’Jane’,X ) ; +sal(’Jane’,Y )))

This conditional update is guaranteed not to violate the dynamic con-

straint since the update will only be executed if K > 0. 2

From the above we see that a simple extension to our syntax to allow

reference to both the current and potential new database states enables

us to express dynamic integrity constraints. Furthermore, it is straightfor-

ward to apply the predicate transformer to generate a safety condition for

each update which refers only to the current database state.

6.3 Deferred Updates

One drawback of the approach presented so far is the limited expressive

power of the update language. While it is more powerful that SQL due to

the ability to evaluate recursive queries, it is less powerful in a practical

sense since SQL updates are nearly always embedded in some computa-

tionally complete programming language such as C or a proprietary lan-

guage such as Visual Basic or Oracle’s PL/SQL. To extend the applicability

of the weakest precondition approach to embedded updates, we intro-

duce the concept of deferred updates.
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First, let us consider how a DBMS interacts with an application con-

taining some embedded SQL queries and updates. Typically, the DBMS

and the application will be separate processes which communicate using

some kind of inter-process communication (IPC) protocol such as remote

procedure calls, message queues, or sockets/pipes. In all these cases,

what the DBMS sees, with respect to an individual transaction, is essen-

tially a stream of individual SQL query and update operations bracketed

by begin and end transaction markers. It is these individual SQL query

and update operations and their sequencing which corresponds to our

update language.

Example 6.4 Consider the following pseudo-code fragment which might

exist in a database application program.

$$ BEGIN TRANSACTION $$;
limit := 0;
n := $$ SELECT count(*) FROM R $$;
while( n > MaxRows ) {

limit++;
$$ DELETE FROM R WHERE R.attr < :limit $$;
n := $$ SELECT count(*) FROM R $$;

}
$$ COMMIT TRANSACTION $$;

What the DBMS will see is an SQL query followed by a possibly empty

sequence of SQL update and query statements such as:

SELECT count(*) FROM R;
DELETE FROM R WHERE R.attr < 1;
SELECT count(*) FROM R;
DELETE FROM R WHERE R.attr < 2;
SELECT count(*) FROM R;
DELETE FROM R WHERE R.attr < 3;
SELECT count(*) FROM R;

For any particular execution of this program fragment, the sequence

will correspond to a valid update program in our language (if we ignore

the query statements1). 2

1This is perfectly valid since they do not change the database state and the technique
we will describe performs everything within the same transaction so read dependencies
are preserved.
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So that we can reap the benefits of performing our optimised integrity

checking before actually executing the updates, we can do is defer the ex-

ecution of the individual update statements until the commit request is

received. At this point we can then generate the weakest precondition

and apply the propagation technique to check the constraints. If this de-

termines they will be satisfied, then we can actually execute the updates

and commit the transaction.

Because there may be queries interspersed in the sequence of update

statements, we need to make sure that they are evaluated with respect to

the various intermediate states of the database. This is straightforward

since we can simply generate and evaluate the weakest precondition of

the query with respect to the update sequence seen so far.

With respect to the sequence given in example 6.4, the DBMS would

execute the following sequence of queries and updates before checking

any integrity constraints and committing the transaction.

SELECT count(*) FROM R;
SELECT count(*) FROM R WHERE R.attr >= 1;
SELECT count(*) FROM R WHERE R.attr >= 2;
SELECT count(*) FROM R WHERE R.attr >= 3;
DELETE FROM R WHERE R.attr < 1;
DELETE FROM R WHERE R.attr < 2;
DELETE FROM R WHERE R.attr < 3;

Figure 6.3 illustrates via a simple Prolog program how a DBMS can

evaluate such a stream of query and update operations, deferring the ac-

tual execution of the update operations until the end of the transaction

(after checking the integrity constraints), while still allowing queries to be

evaluated and their answers returned during the course of the transac-

tion.
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process stream([begin trans |T], [[] |Output], Updates) :-
eval(begin trans, ),
process stream(T, Output, []).

process stream([query(Q) |T], [Results |Output], Updates) :-
wp(Updates, Q, Q1),
eval(Q1, Results),
process stream(T, Output, Updates).

process stream([update(U) |T], [[] |Output], Updates) :-
process stream(T, Output, [U |Updates]).

process stream([commit trans |T], [[] |Output], Updates) :-
constraints(IC),
wp(Updates, IC, IC1),
( eval(IC1, ) ->

eval(Updates, ),
eval(commit trans, )

;
eval(abort trans, )

),
process stream(T, Output, []).

process stream([abort trans |T], [[] |Output], Updates) :-
eval(abort trans, ),
process stream(T, Output, []).

Figure 6.1: Prolog code to remember the sequence of updates as a stream
is processed instead of executing them. When a query is found in the
stream it evaluates the wp of the query with respect to the sequence of
updates remembered so far. At the end of the transaction, the integrity
constraints are checked, and if satisfied, the update sequence executed.

6.4 Global Updates

A common approach to integrating (relational) databases is to use view

definitions. These are mostly satisfactory for providing an integrated query-

only database, but are far from satisfactory if one wishes to be able to per-

form updates. We present a pragmatic approach to providing support for

updates to these views using update methods. An update method is as-

sociated with a view/virtual table and labelled either INSERT or DELETE.
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Prices(Date, Company, Price) Dec(Date, Price)
IBM(Date, Price)

(a) Database A (b) Database B

Figure 6.2: Stock Market database schemata

CREATE VIEW stocks (Date, Company, Price) AS
( SELECT Date, ’DEC’, Price FROM B.Dec )

UNION
( SELECT Date, ’IBM’, Price FROM B.IBM )

UNION
( SELECT Date, Company, Price FROM A.Prices );

Figure 6.3: Integration of tables of databases “A” and “B”

Whenever an attempt is made to insert or delete tuples from one of these

views, the corresponding method is invoked. This method can then ar-

range for the appropriate underlying tables to be updated.

Furthermore, we introduce a formal definition of correctness for these

update methods and show how the correctness of a particular update

method can be determined statically. Normally, correctness simply en-

sures that the result of executing the update method is to effectively insert

(delete) the appropriate tuples into the view. In some cases this may be

too strict a requirement in which case we allow user-defined correctness

constraints using user-defined postconditions. These postconditions are

essentially dynamic integrity constraints which are associated specifically

with an individual update method.

Figure 6.2 gives the relational schemata for two databases storing stock

market information. Figure 6.3 shows a view definition that one might use

to integrate these two databases.

The update methods for this view can then be defined as in Figures 6.4

and 6.5. We revert to an SQL-like concrete syntax similar to that in Chap-

ter 2. Given this, the translation to our abstract syntax is straightforward

and therefore omitted.
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DEFINE INSERT (theDate, theCompany, thePrice) INTO stocks AS
SWITCH( theCompany )
(

CASE ’DEC’:
INSERT INTO B.Dec VALUES (theDate, thePrice)

CASE ’IBM’:
INSERT INTO B.IBM VALUES (theDate, thePrice)

DEFAULT:
INSERT INTO A.Prices
VALUES (theDate, theCompany, thePrice)

);

Figure 6.4: Insert method for the Stocks integration view.

DEFINE DELETE (theDate, theCompany, thePrice) FROM stocks AS
SWITCH( Company )
(

CASE ’DEC’:
DELETE FROM B.Dec D
WHERE D.Date = theDate

AND D.Price = thePrice
CASE ’IBM’:

DELETE FROM B.IBM I
WHERE I.Date = theDate

AND I.Price = thePrice
DEFAULT:

DELETE FROM A.Prices P
WHERE P.Date = theDate

AND P.Company = theCompany
AND P.Price = thePrice

);

Figure 6.5: Delete method for the Stocks integration view.

In defining the correctness criteria for view update methods we take a

general approach by allowing the specification of an arbitrary SQL 3 style

condition as a postcondition for an update method. We say that an up-

date method is correct if it will never violate the postcondition, regardless

of the database contents and the values of the update method’s input pa-

rameters.

For example, a possible postcondition for an insert (resp., delete) method

may be that the tuple(s) inserted are (resp., are not) returned in a subse-
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quent query on the view. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 give an example of how we

can specify these postconditions.

DEFINE INSERT (theDate, theCompany, thePrice) INTO stocks AS
...
POSTCONDITION
FOR SOME stocks SB
(

SB.Date = theDate
AND SB.Company = theCompany
AND SB.Price = thePrice

);

Figure 6.6: Postcondition for inserting tuples into the Stocks view.

DEFINE DELETE (theDate, theCompany, thePrice) FROM stocks AS
...
POSTCONDITION
FOR ALL stocks SB
(

NOT (SB.Date = theDate
AND SB.Company = theCompany
AND SB.Price = thePrice)

);

Figure 6.7: Postcondition for deleting tuples from the Stocks view.

Again, for the purposes of simplicity and clarity of presentation, in the

following, we will assume the postcondition has been translated to a first-

order predicate logic formula and the updates into our abstract syntax.

So, in order to prove that a particular update method is correct, we

need to show that, for any database B and constants c1, . . . , cn , the up-

dates

∀x ((x1 = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn = cn)→ +R(x ))

and

∀x ((x1 = c1 ∧ · · · ∧ xn = cn)→ −R(x ))

cannot violate their corresponding correctness conditions.

Let U be an update method and P its corresponding correctness con-

dition. Furthermore, let IC be the formula corresponding to any integrity
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constraints that have been defined on the database. We say that the up-

date method U is correct if and only if IC → wp(U ,P) ≡ true.

To illustrate the use of wp, consider the INSERT method from Figure 6.4

and its corresponding correctness condition given above. Let a1, a2, a3 be

the formal parameters of the update method U , then, in abstract syntax

form, the update method is:

∀Date,Price(a2 = ’DEC’ ∧Date = a1 ∧ Price = a3)→
+B .Dec(a1, a3);

∀Date,Price(a2 = ’IBM’ ∧Date = a1 ∧ Price = a3)→
+B .IBM (a1, a3);

∀Date,Company ,Price(Date = a1 ∧ Company = a2 ∧ Price = a3 ∧
a2 6= ’DEC’ ∧ a2 6= ’IBM’)→ +A.Prices(a1, a2, a3))

and the correctness condition P is stocks(a1, a2, a3). Which, after expand-

ing the view definition of stocks is:

(a2 = ’DEC’ ∧ B .Dec(a1, a3)) ∨
(a2 = ’IBM’ ∧ B .IBM (a1, a3)) ∨
(a2 6= ’DEC’ ∧ a2 6= ’IBM’ ∧A.Prices(a1, a2, a3))

Applying the definition above, wp(U ,P) is:

(a2 = ’DEC’ ∧
(B .Dec(a1, a3) ∨ (a2 = ’DEC’ ∧ a1 = a1 ∧ a3 = a3))) ∨

(a2 = ’IBM’ ∧
(B .IBM (a1, a3) ∨ (a2 = ’IBM’ ∧ a1 = a1 ∧ a3 = a3))) ∨

(a2 6= ’DEC’ ∧ a2 6= ’IBM’ ∧
(A.Prices(a1, a2, a3) ∨ a1 = a1 ∧ a2 = a2 ∧ a3 = a3))

which can be simplified to true. Hence, we can say that the update method

U is correct.

In this section we have presented a pragmatic approach to providing

support for updates to database views using update methods. We intro-

duced the notion of correctness for these methods based on postcondi-

tions and showed how to prove that an update method does not violate

its correctness condition.

In doing so we have ignored the SQL related issues of NULLs, and du-

plicate rows in tables. We feel this is justified on several counts. SQL’s
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handling of NULLs is complex and irregular. A full and satisfactory treat-

ment of NULLs is therefore beyond the scope of this thesis. Allowing du-

plicate rows in tables violates Codd’s original formulation of the relational

model and it has been argued [Dat95] that databases can and should be

designed to avoid duplicate rows.

Several interesting avenues for further research include automatic or

semi-automatic generation of update methods, based on the criteria for

view updates outlined by Date [Dat95] or based on the correctness con-

ditions themselves, and support for simple aggregate functions such as

COUNT and SUM.

We have implemented update methods as a component of the DISTOPIA

multidatabase prototype [BKL+95].
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

7.1 Summary

In this thesis we approach the integrity constraint checking problem for

deductive object-oriented databases by attempting to determine transac-

tion safety and producing safe transactions, those that cannot violate the

integrity constraints, from unsafe ones.

In Chapter 2 we introduced the use of a predicate transformer for gen-

erating weakest preconditions for relational databases and a set-oriented

update language. Chapter 3 built on this foundation to deal with a more

powerful update language and deductive databases. That is, we allowed

recursion in the specification of both queries and the conditions of the

update language. Then, in Chapter 4, we extended the predicate trans-

former to deal with object creation, inheritance and overriding in the de-

ductive object-oriented data model Gulog [Dob95, DT93, DT94, DT95].

At this point we have a powerful tool at our disposal which can be used

to generate the weakest precondition for a transaction and the database’s

integrity constraints. By making the transaction conditional on the gen-

erated weakest precondition, we now have a safe update.

In Chapter 5 we investigated two approaches to simplifying the gener-

ated weakest precondition under the assumption that the database satis-

fies its integrity constraints. We gave a formal statement of the problem

including a proof that it is co-recursively enumerable.

The first approach to simplification identifies several general classes

of integrity constraint, that include referential integrity and functional de-
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pendencies, and for which substantial simplifications can be made, often

determining that nothing need be checked at all. That is, that the trans-

action is safe. If something does need to be checked, then that check can

be used as the (simpler) condition for a safe transaction. At present, we

are unable to completely characterise the conditions under which a con-

straint is simplifiable with respect to an update.

The second approach is more general. It involves capturing exactly

the incremental change that a transaction will make to the database in

terms of a query made with respect to just the current database state. By

expressing the integrity constraints as rules within the database, we then

simply need to determine whether the fact inconsistent will be added to

the database state. If not, then the transaction is safe. Again, this test for

the incremental addition of inconsistent can be used as a simple condition

for a safe transaction.

In Chapter 6 we investigated several extensions and further applica-

tions of the predicate transformer. We illustrated briefly the use of our

technique for enforcing schema constraints. We showed how to extend

the class of integrity constraints our technique is applicable to to include

dynamic (or transition) constraints; those that enable constraints with re-

spect to the old and new database states to be specified. We also showed

how we can support transactions that are specified via an embedding in

some other programming language, such as C. Finally, we developed a

technique for checking that methods defined to update views in the con-

text of federated databases do not violate consistency criteria associated

with these views.

7.2 Future Work

In Chapter 6 we described a number of further applications of the pred-

icate transformer. Clearly we have just scratched the surface of schema

integrity constraints and there is much more that can be investigated. For

example, the evaluation procedures of Gulog place a well-formedness re-

striction on Gulog programs called i-stratification. Essentially this is a

stratification condition on the inheritance hierarchy and its interaction

with overriding in methods. Method overriding in Gulog can be used to

implement negation, thus the i-stratification condition has a strong simi-
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larity to various stratification conditions in deductive databases and logic

programming. In particular, i-stratification is closely modelled on local

stratification [Prz88] and any inheritance stratified Gulog program can be

translated into an equivalent locally stratified Datalog program. Given a

suitable meta-schema for representing Gulog programs, it should be pos-

sible to state the i-stratification condition as a (quite complex) schema

constraint. However, it should still be simple to apply our predicate trans-

former and update propagation technique to generate guards for the in-

cremental addition (and deletion) of rules to the database. How efficient

these checks would be remains to be seen.

Another interesting application of this technique would be to the spec-

ification and use of database triggers. The traditional approach to spec-

ification of database triggers is the Event-Condition-Action (ECA) rule.

With this approach, every trigger consists of a primitive update event such

as INSERT EMPLOYEE(x1, . . . , xn) or DELETE DEPARTMENT(x1, . . . , xn), a

condition to evaluate, and an action to perform if the condition is satis-

fied.

One common use of ECA rules is to support integrity checking and

maintenance. Thus the referential integrity constraint requiring all em-

ployees to belong to an existing department ∀E ,D (belongs(E ,D)→ dept(D))
could be translated into the set of ECA rules:

ON INSERT belongs(E, D)

CHECK NOT dept(D)

DO ABORT;

ON DELETE dept(D)

CHECK EXISTS E belongs(E, D)

DO DELETE belongs(E, D);

The first of these simply aborts the transaction if the constraint is vi-

olated, the second performs any necessary extra updates to ensure the

constraint is maintained.

Generating these ECA rules by hand from the integrity constraints is a

time-consuming and potentially error-prone task. Ceri and Widom [CW90]

show how to automate this process.

The main drawback with the trigger approach to integrity constraint
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checking and enforcement is that the events are too fine-grained since

transactions usually consist of a set of related updates. For example, imag-

ine the constraint ON INSERT p(X) CHECK q(X) DO something, and the

update ∀ X (r(X) → (+p(X) ; −q(X))). Clearly, when we perform this

update the trigger will be activated since the event INSERT p(X) occurs,

but the condition will always be false.

It would be interesting to investigate the use of predicate transform-

ers to deal with entire transactions rather than individual updates in an

attempt to avoid triggers from firing unnecessarily. One possible way to

do this might involve eliminating the event part of the ECA and allowing

dynamic integrity constraints for the condition part.

There is still no widely accepted deductive object-oriented data model

in the way the relational and deductive data models are. In this thesis we

have chosen to use Gulog for our deductive object-oriented data model,

but this choice is somewhat arbitrary. This choice has meant we have had

to deal with some interesting semantics such as dynamic overriding. It

would be instructive to also apply this technique in the context of other

deductive object-oriented data models such as O2 [Deu90] and their par-

ticular semantic quirks.

Some of these other data models also have associated update languages

which allow either unbounded iteration (while loops) or, the semanti-

cally equivalent, recursive invocation of user-defined update procedures.

These languages are more powerful [Law92] than the update languages

we have presented. While we have shown how it is possible to apply our

technique to languages with these features, the use of deferred updates is

probably mostly useful for ad-hoc transactions. Adopting our technique

to handle such powerful update languages is an open problem. A possible

approach may be to generate preconditions rather than weakest precon-

ditions by approximating the effect of while loops. This would naturally

mean that some safe transactions would still have guards generated for

them.

Finally, we propose implementing a complete prototype of this tech-

nique, along with implementations of several of the other major integrity

constraint checking techniques, for each of the relational, deductive, and

deductive object-oriented data models as appropriate. These implemen-

tations would then allow empirical results to be gathered as to the rela-
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tive efficiency of each of the techniques in the context of various mixes

of transaction, numbers of users, likelyhood of constraint violation, and

kind of constraint. This would be a non-trivial undertaking. There are

many variables to account for, and several of the techniques require quite

powerful theorem provers or partial evaluation software. Also, the query

optimiser available in an underlying DBMS may make a large difference

to the results.
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Appendix A

Notations and Symbols

[[S ]]
the update defined by the statement S . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 15

P ′r
a program consisting of the union of the set of rules in P with the
following additional rules. For every rule Q in P defining a predi-
cate symbol q that depends on r , add an identical rule defining q ′

(a new predicate which does not appear in P) in which every pred-
icate symbol s in the body of Q that depends on r (as well as every
occurrence of r itself) is replaced by s ′ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 27

relational model

B[R 7→ R′]
the result of replacing the relation R in B by R′ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8

wp(S ,H )
the predicate transformer that generates the weakest precondition
for [[S ]] and H . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16

abstract update language

∀x (Φ(x )→ −r(x ))
delete each of the tuples x satisfying Φ(x ) from the relation R . 12

∀x (Φ(x )→ +r(x ))
insert each of the tuples x satisfying Φ(x ) into the relation R . . 12

concrete update language

deleteR(x )
delete the tuple x from the relation R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
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foreach x :Φ(x ) do ( stmt1 ; · · · ; stmtk )
evaluate Φ(x ) to produce a set of valuations for x then, for each stmti ,
1 ≤ i ≤ k , execute stmti for each valuation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

insertR(x )
insert the tuple x into the relation R . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10

replaceR(x , y)(x , z )
replace the tuple x , y in the relation R with the tuple x , z . . . . . 10

deductive model

∀x ((q(x ),P)→ −r(x ))
delete the tuples satisfying (q(x ), P) from the relation R . . . . . . 28

∀x ((q(x ),P)→ +r(x ))
insert the tuples satisfying (q(x ), P) into the relation R . . . . . . . 28

(q(x ),P)
a query where q(x ) is an atom and P is a program defining q . . 26

wp(S , (q ,P))
the condition transformer that generates the weakest precondition
for [[S ]] and (q ,P) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 30

deductive object-oriented model

Γ ` y [m@x → z ]
a single-valued method called m applied to the object y with argu-
ments x and returning z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40

Γ ` y [m@x →→ z ]
a multi-valued method called m applied to the object y with argu-
ments x and returning z . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40

ri/n
the predicate corresponding to the atom ri(x1, . . . , xn) . . . . . . . 44

m/k@c
a (functional or relational) method m of arity k that is applicable to
objects in class c (or any subclass of c) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44

(Γ ` A,P)
a Gulog query where Γ is a variable typing, A is an atomic formula,
and P is a program defining A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 44

c1 < c2

c1 is a subclass of c2 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 40
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Γ
a variable typing equivalent to {x1:τ1, . . . , xn :τn} . . . . . . . . . . . 44

∀x ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ +r(x ))
insert the tuples satisfying (Γ ` q(x ), P) into the relation R . . . . 48

∀x ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ −r(x ))
delete the tuples satisfying (Γ ` q(x ), P) from the relation R . . . 48

∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ +y [m@x →→ z ])
insert each of the tuples satisfying (Γ ` q(x ), P) into the set-valued
method m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ −y [m@x →→ z ])
delete each of the tuples satisfying (Γ ` q(x ), P) from the set-valued
method m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ !y [m@x → z ])
sets the value of a single-valued method m . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

∀y , x , z ((Γ ` q(y , x , z ),P)→ −y [m@x → z ])
unsets the value of a single-valued method m . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

∀xIy ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ +y :c)
for each of the tuples satisfying (Γ `q(x ), P), create a new instance
of c . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 48

∀x ((Γ ` q(x ),P)→ −x :c)
delete each instance x of c that satisfies (Γ `q(x ), P) . . . . . . . . . 48
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Appendix B

Prolog Code

The Prolog code in this appendix is a minimal implementation of the pred-

icate transformer wp for generating weakest preconditions for deductive

databases, as well as performing update propagation.

In conjunction with an appropriate partial evaluator [Sah, LM95], this

can be used to help automate the task of determining transaction safety.

This code has been run on many of the examples in this thesis. There

is no perceptible delay in producing the transformed code correspond-

ing to the update propagation rules for the weakest precondition. How-

ever, the partial evaluator Mixtus [Sah] takes a noticeably long time to

process these rules and fails to completely simplify the rules. This seems

mainly due to Mixtus’ goal of handling full Prolog, including its various

non-logical behaviours, which leads to it being more conservative than is

otherwise necessary for handling the purely declarative language we use.

types.pl

% michael lawley
% 24/11/96
%
% These are some Mercury style type definitions for the
% simplified deductive IC checking generator.
%
% They are not actually used, but serve as documentation.

:- type lit
---> pos(atom)
| neg(atom).
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:- type rule
---> rule(lit, list(lit))
| wrule(wp, list(wp)).

:- type wp
---> wp(update, lit).

:- type update
---> list(stmt).

:- type stmt
---> ins(atom, atom)
| del(atom, atom).

gen wp.pl

% michael lawley
% 24/11/96
%
% Simple wp generation.

%
% Takes an update (list of at least one stmt), and a list of
% atoms representing the base relations and produces a list
% of rules corresponding to the wp’s for each base relation.
%
% :- pred gen_wp_relns(update::in, list(atom)::in, list(rule)::out).
%
gen_wp_relns(_, [], []).
gen_wp_relns(U, [H |T], WPs) :-

gen_wp_reln(U, H, WPs0),
gen_wp_relns(U, T, WPs1),
append(WPs0, WPs1, WPs).

%
% Takes an update and a single atom and produces a list of
% rules corresponding to the wp for the base relation.
%
% It doesn this by generating the rules for wp(S, A) where
% S is the last statement in the update U, then calling
% gen_wp_rules to generate the rules for wp(U’, wp(S, A))
% where U is (U’ ; S).
%
% :- pred gen_wp_reln(update::in, atom::in, list(rule)::out).
%
gen_wp_reln([], _, []).
gen_wp_reln([S1,S2|Ss], A, Rules) :-
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append(Start, [End], [S|Ss]),
copy_term([A,End], [A1,End1]),
gen_rules(End1, A1, Rules0),
( Start = [] ->

Rules = Rules0
;

gen_wp_rules(Start, Rules0, Rules1),
gen_wp_reln(Start, A, Rules2),
append(Rules0, Rules1, RulesTmp)
append(RulesTmp, Rules2, Rules)

).

%
% Generates the rules for wp(S, A) where S is a single statement
% and A is a positive occurrence of an atom.
%
% :- pred gen_rules(stmt::in, atom::in, list(rule)::out).
%
gen_rules(ins(Targ, Cond), A, Rules) :-

U = [ins(Targ, Cond)],
( A = Targ ->

Rules = [rule(wp(U,A), [pos(A)]),
rule(wp(U,A), [pos(Cond)])]

;
Rules = [rule(wp(U,A), [pos(A)])]

).

gen_rules(del(Targ, Cond), A, Rules) :-
U = [del(Targ, Cond)],
( A = Targ ->

Rules = [rule(wp(U,A), [pos(A), neg(Cond)])]
;

Rules = [rule(wp(U,A), [pos(A)])]
).

%
% Takes an update U, and a list of rules and generates the
% wp’s for each of the rules.
%
% :- pred gen_wp_rules(update::in, list(rule)::in, list(rule)::out).
%
gen_wp_rules(_, [], []).
gen_wp_rules(U, [H |T], WPs) :-

gen_wp_rule(U, H, WPs0),
gen_wp_rules(U, T, WPs1),
append(WPs0, WPs1, WPs).
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%
% Takes an update and a single rule and generates the rule
% corresponding to the wp.
%
% :- pred gen_wp_rule(update::in, rule::in, list(rule)::out).
%
gen_wp_rule(U, rule(Head, Body), WPs) :-

( Head = wp(U1, C) ->
append(U, U1, U2),
WPs = [ wrule(wp(U2, C), WPBody) ]

;
WPs = [ wrule(wp(U, Head), WPBody) ]

),
wrap_lits(U, Body, WPBody).

gen_wp_rule(U, wrule(wp(U1, Head), Body), WPs) :-
append(U, U1, U2),
WPs = [ wrule(wp(U2, Head), WPBody) ],
wrap_wps(U, Body, WPBody).

% :- pred wrap_lits(update::in, list(lit)::in, list(wp)::out).
%
wrap_lits(_, [], []).
wrap_lits(U, [pos(H) |T], [pos(wp(U, H)) |WPT]) :-

wrap_lits(U, T, WPT).
wrap_lits(U, [neg(H) |T], [neg(wp(U, H)) |WPT]) :-

wrap_lits(U, T, WPT).

% :- pred wrap_wps(update::in, list(wp)::in, list(wp)::out).
%
wrap_wps(_, [], []).
wrap_wps(U, [pos(wp(U1, H)) |T], [pos(wp(U2, H)) |WPT]) :-

append(U, U1, U2),
wrap_wps(U, T, WPT).

wrap_wps(U, [neg(wp(U1, H)) |T], [neg(wp(U2, H)) |WPT]) :-
append(U, U1, U2),
wrap_wps(U, T, WPT).

gen petra.pl

% michael lawley
% 24/11/96
%
% Quick Implementation of Petra’s "top-down analysis" method
% for IC checking.
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% :- pred gen_reln_deltas(update::in, list(atom)::in,
% list(rule)::out).
%
gen_reln_deltas(_, [], []).
gen_reln_deltas(U, [H |T],

[rule(add(H), [pos(wp(U, H)), neg(H)]),
rule(del(H), [neg(wp(U, H)), pos(H)]) |Rules]) :-

gen_reln_deltas(U, T, Rules).

% :- pred gen_rule_deltas(update::in, list(rule)::in,
% list(rule)::out).
%
gen_rule_deltas(_, [], []).
gen_rule_deltas(U, [H |T], Rules) :-

gen_rule_add(U, H, Rules0),
gen_rule_del(U, H, Rules1),
gen_rule_deltas(U, T, Rules2),
append(Rules1, Rules2, Rules3),
append(Rules0, Rules3, Rules).

% :- pred gen_rule_add(update::in, rule::in, list(rule)::out).
%
gen_rule_add(U, rule(L, Body), Rules) :-

findall(rule(add(L), [pos(add(Lit)) |WRest]),
(

delete(pos(Lit), Body, Rest),
wrap_lits(U, Rest, WRest)

),
Rules0),

findall(rule(add(L), [pos(del(Lit)) |WRest]),
(

delete(neg(Lit), Body, Rest),
wrap_lits(U, Rest, WRest)

),
Rules1),

append(Rules0, Rules1, Rules).

% :- pred gen_rule_del(update::in, rule::in, list(rule)::out).
%
gen_rule_del(U, rule(L, Body), Rules) :-

findall(rule(del(L), [pos(del(Lit)), neg(wp(U, L)) |Rest]),
delete(pos(Lit), Body, Rest),
Rules0),

findall(rule(del(L), [pos(add(Lit)), neg(wp(U, L)) |Rest]),
delete(neg(Lit), Body, Rest),
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Rules1),
append(Rules0, Rules1, Rules).
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